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INTRODUCTION 
This repor t  covers the r e s e a r c h  effort during the period of 
September 1, 1968 - September 1, 1969. The total  effort involved 
four r e s e a r c h  projects.  These were: 
I .  Effects of Gold Contamination in MOS Devices 
U[. Water Contamination in Thermal  Oxide on 
Silicon 
111. Interface State Measurement  by MOS Low 
Tempera ture  Transient  Capacitance 
IV. Device Screening Tests  
The body of this repor t  i s  divided into four major  sections 
corresponding to  each r e s e a r c h  project.  Pro jec t  I has been p a r -  
t ially described in the previous yeap!s repor t  and only a final sum-  
m a r y  is given here .  Pro jec ts  I1 and I11 have been completed this 
year and a r e  completely descr ibed.  Pro jec t  IV was initiated in the 
l a t e r  p a r t  of this year,  therefore,  only par t ia l  resul ts  a r e  reported.  
This project  i s  being continued and expanded into the p r imary  r e -  
s e a r c h  effort for  the coming year .  
1. E F F E C T S  O F  GOLD CONTAMINATION IN MOS DEVICES 
Since gold in silicon can give r i s e  to two energy levels deep 
within the forbidden bandgap, it can be important in determining the 
Q) elec t r ica l  behavior of semiconductor devices , In silicon planar 
technology, the effect of gold is most  important near  the oxide-sil i-  
con interface. Theoretical and experimental studies have been made 
(2, 3 )  to investigate the effect of gold on the interface system 
Cagnina and ~ n o w ( ~ ) h a v e  calculated the effect'  of a uniform 
concentration of gold in the silicon on the MOS capacitance charac-  
te r i s t ic .  The principle- effect of the gold i s  a change of the capaci- 
tance curve minimum, dependent on the rat io  of gold concentration 
to doping level.  Experimental curGes of gold diffused samples had 
a capacitance lowering in agreement  with the theory. In addition to 
this shift  in capacitance, they also observed a change of interface 
charge and inferred that the gold responsible for  the change must  be 
close to the oxide -silicon interface. 
  he purpose of the present  r e sea rch  was to investigate fu r -  
ther  the e lec t r ica l  effects of gold in the interface system and to cor  - 
relate  these effects with radiochemically determined gold concentra- 
tion profiles.  
In this study, gold was diffused into a sample either f rom the 
baclcside of the sil icon wafer o r  f rom the outer surface of the front 
oxide. The gold source was an evaporated gold f i lm,  After diffu- 
sion, MOS capaci tors  were fabricated on the samples  and the e lec-  
t r i c a l  effects of the diffused gold were measured.  The samples  
were then neutron-activated and the gold concentration profiles de  - 
termined.  These concentration profiles were then compared with 
the corresponding e lec t r ica l  resu l t s .  
1.1 Gold Diffusion 
F o r  gold diffusion into the silicon bulk f r o m  the back, the 
samples  were f i r s t  thermally oxidized to a thickness of 5000.k The 
back oxide was then removed with HF and gold was immediate1.y 
vacuum evaporated onto the exposed backside silicon. Gold diffu- 
0 0 
s ion was done a t  1000 C in d r y  nitrogen. The 5000A top oxide was 
used to  minimize spurious contamination of the sample f r o m  con- 
0 
tact  with the boat, and was etched back to 2000A f o r  the e lec t r ica l  
measurements .  
F o r  gold diffusion into the oxide, a 1p oxide was initial1.y 
grown on the sample.  A large region in the center  of the top oxide 
0 
was then etched back to 2000A and gold was vacuum evaporated on 
0 
a portion of this 2000A oxide. The sample was then diffused a t  
0 1000 C in dry  nitrogen. The thiclc oxide around the edges and back 
of the sample minimized spurious contamination f r o m  the boat and 
furnace  during diffusion, 
1. 2 Elec t r ica l  Measurements 
Before e lec t r ica l  measurement ,  the excess  metall ic gold 
lef t  on the sample a f te r  diffusion was removed by aqua regia.  
20 mi l  diameter  aluminum dots were evaporated onto the top oxide 
to f o r m  the MOS field plates ,  The sample back was then etched 
CP4 and a l a rge  a r e a  gold back contact was evaporated. 
MOS capacitance voltage charac ter i s t ics  were measured  a t  
lMHz with a Boonton 71A capacitance me te r  in a capacitance-volt- 
age plotting setup. 
MOS conductance voltage charac ter i s t ics  were measured 
point by point a t  lMHz with a Boonton 75A-S8 capacitance bridge. 
1. 3 Radiochemical Techniques 
After the e lec t r ica l  measurements  were performed,  the 
contact e lectrodes were removed and the samples  were cleaned 
and wrapped in aluminum foil fo r  shipment to the reac tor .  Neutron 
activation was done a t  Argonne National Laboratory for  2 -3  days 
2 in a water cooled hole having a flux of about 3x10'~ neutronsjcm / 
sec .  
Following activation, the samples  were mounted and masked 
with apiezon wax on individual holders such that only a portion of 
the surface was exposed. This exposed a r e a  was used for etch 
sectioning. The sectioning was done b y  etching in planar cuts s t a r t -  
ing a t  the outer surface of the top oxide and proceeding into the s i l i -  
con. An etching was followed by soaking in a gold stripping solution 
to prevent plated gold f r o m  one etched section being t r ans fe r red  to  
the next. Etches used were 5:l H F  fo r  the oxide and Iodine etch B 
(1:5 HF to HNO mixed 1:l with iodine saturated acetic acid) f o r  the 3 
silicon. 
Counting was done by scintillation spec t rometry  on the 0 . 4  
Mev. gamma photopeak of A four  inch NAI(Th) well type 
scintillation c rys t a l  was used with a 256 channel pulse height anal-  
8 
yzer .  Typical overall  experimental  sensit ivity was 10 atoms pe r  
count per  minute with a background of 30 cpm. Calibration was 
done b y  counting a smal l  sample of known gold content that was ac -  
tivated with the other samples .  
2. Results and Discussion 
Diffusion of gold into the top oxide and direct ly  into the bulk 
0 f r o m  the back of the wafer was done for  various t imes  a t  1000 C f o r  
n and p-type (phosphorus) resul ts  will be presented here ,  a s  the 
majori ty  of the work was done with n-type mater ia l .  
Results on neutron activation analysis of samples having gold 
diffused into the silicon bulk f r o m  the back is shown in F igure  1. 
The figure shows that the gold concentration in the bulk silicon is 
uniform within a t  leas t  I. 5p. of Ilxe interface. 'I'he bulk gold concen- 
t ra t ion in the silicon initially increases  rapidly with t ime and satu-  
ra tes  af ter  60 minutes. After this t ime,  the major  change in the 
concentration profile is  an  increased penetration of gold into the 
oxide. The f i r s t  data point in the silicon a t  the interface was for  a 
0 
1500A sect ion and was always of a higher concentration than that 
found in the sil icon bulk, thus there  i s  a definite pile up of gold in 
0 
the sil icon within 1500A of the interface. The concentration of gold 
in this f i r s t  section though could; actually be higher than indicated 
st. 
by the profiles.". 
The experimentally observed change in effective interface 
charge a s  seen in F ig .  2 had the f o r m  shown in Fig.  4, and was 
independent of sample resis t ivi ty  over the range studied of 10 to 
0. la cm.  The variation of effective surface charge is  most  likely 
associated with the piled up gold in the sil icon nea r  the interface 
s ince only a capacitance minimum lowering was predicted for  the 
bulk gold. Capacitance minimum data i s  compared with bulk gold 
measurement  in F ig .  3. F igure  4 shows that the shift of surface 
1. 
I The difficulty in determining the actual concentration of 
gold in the f i r s t  si l icon cut i s  an experimental one. The problem 
l ies  in the fact  that it was necessa ry  to follow an etching with two 
gold stripping soaks to prevent spurious t ransfer  of gold f r o m  one 
section to another.  If there  is a sha rp  pile up of gold in the silicon 
very near  the interface,  the gold stripping soaks associated with 
the l a s t  oxide section could leach away an appreciable amount of 
this piled-up gold. 
state  charge reaches a n~axirnurn a t  about 30 minutes and then slow- 
ly decreases  with t ime,  The radiochemical data of Fig.  1 shows 
that gold in the sil icon sa tura tes  after about 60 minutes with appre-  
ciable gold diffusing into the oxide before this t ime. This suggests 
that gold in the sil icon nea r  the interface, if negatively charged, 
could explain the init ial  positive shift of surface s ta te  charge. If 
gold in the oxide a s sumes  a positive charge s tate ,  then the slow dif - 
fusion of gold into the oxide could be responsible for  the slow de- 
c r e a s e  of the effective sur face  state charge shift. 
Because of the experimental difficulty mentioned ea r l i e r ,  
and indeed because of the elusive nature of the interface region i t -  
self, concentration of gold cannot be precisely assigned to the s i l i -  
con side and to the oxide side of the interface.  The best quantita- 
tive description of the interface gold that can be presented he re  i s  
the total  number of interface atoms,  which is taken a s  the sum of 
0 
the gold atoms in the l a s t  oxide section ( 500A) and the f i r s t  si l icon 
0 
section (1500A). The t ime dependence of this quantity is  plotted in 
Fig.  5. Referr ing also to F ig .  4 shows that there a r e  always more  
interface atoms than needed to explain the observed surface s tate  
charge variations,  if a l l  the gold atoms were charged. If it is  as  - 
sumed that the majori ty  of total interface atoms after a few minutes 
is  due to diffusion into the oxide, then f r o m  the slope of the l inear  
portion and an a s su i i~ed  value of oxide solid solubility of approximately 
18 2 10 / c m 3  , a diffusion coefficient for the process  of approximately 
- 3  2 10 p / h r  can be calculated. 'This is in agreement  with Cagnina 
- 3  2 
and Snow's value of 2x10 p / h r  for  the effective diffusion co- 
efficient of gold in SiO a t  1000C. Thus, it is  1ikel.y that the major  2 
increase  in total  interface gold atoms i s  due to gold entering the 
oxide following simple diffusion theory. The t ime dependence of the 
dec rease  of the surface s tate  charge shift in Fig.  4 i s  of the s a m e  
o r d e r  as  fo r  diffusion of gold into the oxide. This suggests that 
gold diffusing into the oxide with $ positive charge i s  responsible for  
the dec rease  of effective interface charge af ter  the effect of negative 
interface gold in the sil icon has  saturated.  
Diffusion of gold into the oxide f r o m  the outer surface i s  
m o r e  complicated. Fig.  6 shows th6 concentration profiles f o r  gold 
diffused into the oxide. F o r  shor t  diffusion t imes  (up to  a few h0ur.s) 
the concentration profiles reasonably match a simple comp1ementar.y 
e r r o r  function diffusion charac ter i s t ic  with a gold solid solubility of 
18 3 - 3  2 3x10 / c m  and diffusion coefficient of 2x10 EJ. / h r .  The slight 
increase  a t  the interface for  the two hour diffusion i s  possibly due to 
interface precipitation and s onie -electrostat ic  binding. F o r  longer 
diffusion t imes  the gold concentration profile near  the outer surface 
19 
of the oxide continues to r i s e ,  reaching a value g rea te r  than 10 / 
crn3 for  the 100 hour diffusion. The observed behavior does not 
f i t  a siniple surface ra te  limitation theory. The increased surface 
concentration of gold could be due to formation of a gold compound 
a t  the surface since the surface oxide was visibly dulled af te r  the 
long diffusions. Even fo r  the long diffusion t imes,  the average level  
18 3 
of gold nea r  the interface is  only a few t imes  10 / c m  , which i s  the 
value of the gold solubility inferred f r o m  shor t  oxide diffusion t imes  
and f r o m  the experiments  of diffusion f r o m  the silicon bulk. 
The experiments of gold diffusion into the silicon back sug- 
gested that gold in the oxide should be positively charged. F o r  gold 
diffused into the oxide then, the initial change in interface charge 
should be negative. This is  indeed the case  a s  shown by Fig .  7. 
F o r  longer diffusion t imes ,  the gold in the silicon near  the interface 
(which is expected to  ac t  like negative charge- f r o m  the resu l t s  of 
the experiments  of gold diffused f r &  the back) should reach  a suf- 
ficient concentration to cancel the effect of the positive gold a toms .  
in the oxide. I t  appears  that this i s  a lso the case,  a s  Q in 
s s  
Fig.  6 s t a r t s  to decrease  af ter  s ix  hours .  
F r o m  the diffusion data presented, the inference of Cagnina 
and Snow that the positive gold atoms in the oxide must  res ide  
close to  the interface can be fur ther  justified. The diffusion con- 
s tant  of gold in sil icon is  about eight o r d e r s  of magnitude higher 
than in the oxide. It is  then reasonable that the initial change in 
12 2 Q , reaching a maximum of 10 / c m  in 30 minutes for gold 
S S  
diffused from the silicon back ( F i g .  4) is due to gold near the in te r -  
face in the silicon alone. That only the atoms in the oxide near  the 
interface appear to be electrically charged has been shown for  
(4) . sod iuin 
F o r  samples having gold diffused f r o m  the oxide, the MOS 
capacitance minimum shift agrees with the measured  silicon bulk 
concentration a s  it did in the backside diffusion case.  
Since gold diffused into the oxide o r  diffused into the back 
of the sample affects interface charge s ignif icant l ,~,  it might also 
be expected to affect interface state density. A sensitive indication 
(5) is the MOS conductance . Conductance measurements  were taken 
on both oxide and bulk diffused gold samples,  and typical resul ts  
a r e  shown in Fig .  8. 
To insure  reproducible data, two precautions had to be ob- 
served for gold diffused samples.  The f i r s t  consideration, which 
applies to experiments in general,  that sarnple thermal  cycling, 
especia1l.y the cooldown cycle, had to be carefu1l.y controlled. Ear1.y 
work with non-controlled sample cooldown resulted in conductance 
peak height variations b.y a factor of three.  The second considera- 
tion was that sample bulk resis tance had a dominating effect on the 
conductance data when the sample doping was such that the diffused 
bulk gold caused compensation. All r aw conductance data was co r -  
rected for the sample bulk se r i e s  resis tance before comparison. 
The conductance curves obtained were, in general,  identical for 
gold diffused and no gold control samples .  In some cases ,  the gold 
sample  conductance differed f r o m  control sample curves.  These 
deviations were a l l  explained by effects other than gold-surface 
s ta te  interactions.  The r i s e  of the conductance peak for  the 10 and 
40 minute diffusion in the 0. 6Q c m  case,  Fig.  8b, i s  a resu l t  of the 
changing capacitance charac ter i s t ic  since it occurs  only fo r  s a m -  
ples showing a lowering of the MOS capacitance minimum. The 
peak 'conductance of a no gold sample having a resis t ivi ty  chosen 
to  give a match  to the capacitance minimum of the gold sample was 
the s a m e  a s  the peak conductance of the gold sample.  The conduc- 
tance increase  on the inversion side of the peak for  the 40 minute 
curve  of F igure  8b i s  a n  effect that occurs  o n l y f o r  samples  that 
have a d ras t i c  increase  in depletion region length. The loss  is 
just  an effect of the decreased  sil icon capacitance and increased 
los s  in  inversion and thus not seen  in the 0.1Qcm case ,  F ig .  8a. 
Some broadening and lowering of the conductance peak was 
observed for  shor t e r  t ime oxide diffused samples .  This i s  believed 
due to nonuniform diffusion of the gold in the oxide since i t  d i s -  
appeared af te r  longer diffusion t imes.  The capacitance curves al- 
s o  had a markedly decreased  slope for the shor te r  diffusion t imes .  
After longer diffusion t imes  though, both the capacitance and con- 
ductance curves matched the no gold character is i t ics .  
Since the MOS conductance of gold diffused s a n ~ p l e s  was 
identical to the conductance of no gold control samples ,  the effect 
of gold on interface s tate  density must  be smal l  compared to the 
interface s tate  density norma1l.y associated with the oxidized s a m -  
ple. 
3. Conclusions 
3.1 Major Results 
The resu l t s  of this study can be summarized  a s  follows: 
(1) Gold in the sil icon near  the interface seems  
to act  as  negative interface charge and can 
cancel residual  Qs,. 
( 2)  Gold in the oxide seems  to ac t  a s  positive 
charge. 
( 3) The observed t ime dependence of AQss in 
a diffusion experiment  can be explained b.y a 
combination of ( l) and ( 2). 
(4) Gold diffused f r o m  the back of the sil icon 
wafer has a constant concentration in the 
region approaching the interface,  has  a 
slight pile up a t  the interface and diffuses 
through the interface into the oxide. 
( 5) The pile up of gold in the sil icon near  the 
interface appears  to  be responsible f o r  the 
observed negative interface charge. 
( 6 )  The constant concentration of gold in the 
bulk silicon ag rees  with the MOS capaci- 
tance minimum lowering within 40%. 
( 7 )  Gold diffused into the oxide initially follows 
simple diffusion behavior. Compound for  - 
mation a t  the outer surface of the oxide 
great ly  increases  the surface concentration 
for long diffusion t imes .  Gold near  the in- 
terface though, is within solid solubility 
l imi ts .  
0 
( 8) Gold in the oxide within lOOA of the in te r -  
face can explain the observed variation in 
Qss f r o m  positive charge in the oxide. 
( 9) Basic  gold concentration profiles observed 
when gold i s  diffused f r o m  the sample back 
match solutions to the two media diffusion 
problem fo r  values of 
18 Oxide Solid Solubility = 3x10 / c m  3 
Gold Diffusion Constant in the Oxide = 
1x10-3p 2/  h r  
Gold Segregrat ion Coefficient at the 
Interface = 0. 01 
(10) Gold concentrations in the'si l icon when the 
gold is  diffused through the oxide a r e  about 
an o r d e r  of magnitude higher than expected 
f r o m  the theory of gaseous diffusion through 
a membrane.  
(11) Even though gold near  the interface can  cause 
changes in effective interface charge density 
a s  high a s  1012/cm2, the change in interface 
11 2 s ta te  density is  much l e s s  than 10 / c m  . 
3. 2 Application to Silicon Device Technology 
The most  interesting effect of gold on the interface sys t em 
is the variations in Q that can be produced by gold diffusion. 
SS 
This effect suggests the possibility of tailoring the gate charac ter  - 
is t ic  of field e f fec t  devices to fi l l  specific requirements .  Since the 
gold distribution is  sensitive to diffused l aye r s ,  a study of the effects 
of gold versus  device geometry could have technological importance. 
The effect of gold on interface state densit ies should be ex-  
arnjned in more detail. More sensitive measurement  techniques 
would enable tlle rrleasurement of the gold induced s tates  and would 
contribute to a more  exact theoretical understanding of the gold 
effects.  
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I W A T E R  C O N T A M I N A T I O N  IN O X I D E  
1. Introduction and Background 
1. 1 Statement of the Problem 
I t  was  proposed to study the diffusion of water  i n  thermally-  
grown oxide f i lms  on silicon under conditions approximating those of 
device use. Diffusions were  done with t r i t ia ted water  vapor a t  water  
vapor p r e s s u r e s  below one atmosphere and a t  diffusion tempera tures  
0 
of 50 - 250 C for  diffusion t imes  up to severa l  hours.  Samples were  
sectioned to obtain hydrogen profiles a s  functions of the diffusion 
pa ramete r s .  
Water and sodium interactions during diffusion in  the oxide 
f i lm were  studied. An attempt was m a d e  to co r re l a t e  the distribu- 
t ions found radiochemically with charge measured  by MOS technique. 
1. 1 a Purpose  of the Study 
Water has.long been considered to be a ser ious contaminant 
in  the oxide passivating layer  on silicon planar devices. I t  i s  impos-  
sible to eliminate i t  in the manufacture of the devices o r ,  except by 
hermet ic  sealing, in  the use of the devices. The next best thing i s  
to find out what the water  i s  doing i n  the oxide so that a t  l eas t  the 
behavior is predictable,  o r  to find out enough to be able to counter- 
ac t  the contamination effects, No radiochemical lneasurements  on 
water  in the oxide bavc been made previously under conditions a-p- 
proximating device operating conditions. 
Fur the rmore ,  i t  appears  f r o m  previous studies that e lec t r i -  
ca l  instabili ty caused by contaminants i s  not the isolated actions of 
the individual contaminants. Rather,  i t  appears  that water  and so- 
dium, the m o s t  ubiquitous, and therefore the m o s t  troublesome, 
contaminants somehow interact  to produce their  observed electr ical  
effects. Thus,  i t  was  desirable  simultaneously to study water  and 
sodium movements  i n  the oxide. 
At th is  point a brief review will be given of relevant previous 
studies. A review will first be given of experiments with water dif- 
fusion i n  bulk s i l ica  glass.  This  will be followed by discussion of 
water  i n  a n  oxide f i lm on silicon. A discussion will then be given of 
sodium i n  the oxide and previous indications of sodium-water in te r -  
actions either in an oxide o r  i n  bulk glass .  Finally, a brief review 
will be given on the oxygen analysis techniques. 
1.. % Previous  Studies on Water Movement 
and i t s  Effects i n  Bulk Silica Glass  
Moulson and Rober ts (6)  used inf rared  absorption measure -  
m e n t s  to follow water  in-diffusion and out-diffusion in  plates  of sil- 
i c a  g lass .  They found that the 2.  7 mic ron  IR  absorption, which has  
generally been attributed to resonance absorption by Si-OH bonds, 
was  present  only in glass  containing ' w a t e r t ,  and the amount of 
absorption was taken to be proportional to ' w a t e r 1  content of the g lass ,  
Diffusion coefficients and solubilities were  rn easured f rom 
0 0 600 to 1200 C with water  vapor p r e s s u r e s  near  atmospheric.  Sam- 
p les  w e r e  profiled by successive grindings and remeasurements  of 
IR absorption. Diffusion coefficients w e r e  found to inc rease  with 
tempera ture ,  and solubilities to dec rease  with tempera ture  as ex- 
pected. Total water  content of the g lass  increased  a s  the square  
root  of the diffusion t ime a s  expected for  a diffusion-controlled p ro -  
ces s .  Fur the rmore ,  solubility var ied  a s  the square  root of the water  
vapor  p r e s s u r e ,  which indicated a breakup of the water molecule 
into two p a r t s  (presumed to be Si-OH groups) upon entering the sil ica,  
Since IR absorption is inherently a r a the r  insensit ive method 
of measur ing  hydrogen distributions, Drury and R o b e r t ~ ' ~ )  chose to 
follow the  diffusing water  with a t r i t ium t r ace r .  They confirmed 
much  of the ea r l i e r  work of Moulson and Roberts,  but found some 
interest ing anomolies. F o r  example, the diffusion coefficient for  
wa te r  was  not constant as had been indicated by the l e s s  sensi t ive 
IR measurements ,  but r a the r  was  quite concentration dependent a t  
any given temperature.  Fur the rmore ,  the concentration dependence 
of the diffusion coefficient was  strongly dependent on the diffusion 
0 
tempera ture ,  especially in  the vicinity of 1000 C. Above 1 0 0 0 ~ ~  
tempera ture  dependence of diffusion coefficient was sma l l e r  than 
below 1 0 0 0 ~ 6 .  
They a lso  found that different batches of g lass ,  although sup- 
po sedly identical,  gave different  diffusion behavior and different 
water  solubilities. Fur thermore ,  the solubilities with the t r i t ium 
w e r e  always higher than given by previous measurements  with IR.  
If the t r i t ium t r a c e r  technique was in  proper  calibration, the impli-  
ca t ion  i s  that some of the water  was  i n  the s i l ica  in a form other  
than a s  Si-OH groups. 
The problem of sca t te r  among nominally identical batches of 
g l a s s  was at l e a s t  par t ia l ly  resolved by the work of Roberts and 
Roberts'  8), who found that diffusion and solubility of water  in  g lass  
could be cor re la ted  with the the rma l  his tory of the glass .  In par t i -  
cular ,  diffusion coefficients and solubilities depended on the fictive 
tempera ture  ( temperature a t  which the g la s s  i s  i n  pseudoequilibrium 
with i t s  environment) a s  well a s  diffusion tempera ture  and water  
vapor p res su re .  The s a m e  effect was  observed by Hetherington and 
( 9) Jack . 
Study has  been done on the form in  which water  exists in  
s i l ica ,  and i t  is fa i r ly  cer tain that i t  exists a s  Si-OH groups. P r e -  
surnably, an entering water  molecule attacks an oxygen bridge be- 
tween two silicon atoms to form two Si-OH groups. This is indica- 
ted by a nwnber  of pieces of evidence. The 2. 7 micron  IR absorption 
band, which i s  observed only in samples  containing 'water '  has  been 
identified by a number of i n ~ e s t i ~ a t o r s ' ~ )  a s  the stretching frequency 
of the Si -OH bond. Fur thermore ,  the dependence of solubility of 
water  on the square  root of water  vapor p r e s s u r e  (" 7, indicates that 
the water  molecule breaks into two p a r t s  upon entering the glass.  
Also, Hetherington and Jack(9)  have m a d e  a number of m e a -  
surements  on such things a s  viscosity of the g lass ,  t empera ture  co - 
efficient of expansion, density and a number of other pa ramete r s  
which a r e  indicative of the g lass  s t ructure.  All of these m e a s u r e -  
m e n t s  indicate that g lass  containing 'water '  has  weaker thr  ee-di,men- 
sional bonding than g lass  not containing water.  This  would be ex- 
pected s ince replacement of S i -0-Si  groups by Si-OH groups would 
weaken the s t ruc ture .  
(Q Bell, Hetherington and Jack have shown that an equilibrium 
exis ts  b t w e e n  hydrogen, water  and silica. When hydrogen was dif - 
fused into sil ica,  hydroxyl groups w e r e  formed just as with water.  
Fur the rmore ,  i f  the hydroxyl-containing s i l ica  were  heated i n  vacuurn, 
both hydrogen and water  were  given off, regard less  of the way in  
which the hydroxyls had been initially introduced. 
Lee('') has  done a study on the ro le  of hydroxyl in diffusion of 
hydrogen in  sil ica.  He confirmed that either hydrogen o r  water  will 
produce hydroxyl groups i n  the sil ica,  though hydrogen diffusion 
r a t e s  w e r e  l a rge r .  Lee  also noted that there  a r e  two types of hydroxyl 
i n  the sil ica,  one much m o r e  stable (difficult to out-diffuse) than 
the other ,  though both show the same character is t ic  I R  a2bsorption. 
The  observation of two types of hydroxyl was confirmed by Hether-  
ington, Jack,  and Rarnsey(14 who found that some hydroxyl groups 
w e r e  much m o r e  stable with respec t  to electrolysis than w e r e  others .  
18 Roberts  and Robertsb3) have recently used 0 -tagged water  
to compare  diffusion.of oxygen i n  water  under the same  conditions 
Drury  and R ~ b e r t s ' ~ )  had previously diffused tri t ium-tagged water.  
They found oxygen profiles by grinding the g lass  i n  layers ,  chem-  
ical ly  releasing oxygen f r o m  the grindings, and analyzing it m a s s  
spectroscopically.  
They found that the oxygen t r a c e r  diffused a much shor t e r  
distance than had the t r i t ium under the  same  diffusion conditions. 
This  showed that the water  did not diffuse a s  rno'lecules, s ince the 
profi les  would then be identical. They suggested a model  i n  which 
hydrogens and hydroxyls move a s  associated pa i rs .  The water  rnole- 
cule r eac t s  with a bridging oxygen to form two Si-OH groups. This 
configuration la te r  regroups to give an oxygen bridge and the water  
molecule.  The process  then repeats  itself a t  another s i te  i n  the 
s i l ica .  
Only one of the Si-OH groups contains a tagged oxygen but 
both contain tagged hydrogen f rom the water .  The re  i s ,  therefore,  
a 50% probability of passing on tagged oxygen and 100ql0 of passing on 
tagged hydrogen. .Thus, the oxygen t race r  will diffuse a much short-  
e r  distance than the trit ium t race r  a s  observed. 
Owen and Douglas('' studied the electrical effects of water 
i n  fused silica. They found that metallic impurities,  pr imari ly 
sodium, determined the DC conductivity of the glass.  Water had 
li t t le effect on conductivity, but almost completely determined the 
dielectric propert ies  of the glass. 
1'. 3 Water i n  Oxide Fi lms on Silicon 
1. 3a Difference Between Oxide and Fused Silica 
Although the oxide films used in  this study a r e  a form of s i l -  
i c a  and a r e  amorphous(15), there  a r e  a number of reasons for using 
caution i n  applying the mater ia l  in  Section 2. 2 directly to the film. 
In a number of ra ther  important respects  the oxide film i s  different 
f r om the si l ica g lass  used in  those studies. 
In the f i r s t  place, the oxide film is not a glass  in the normal 
sense  since i t  has never gone through a molten phase. It i s  formed 
a t  a temperature below i t s  melting point. The structure may, there-  
fore ,  possibly not relax to the same form a s  a glass which has been 
melted. 
The diffusion process  by which the film i s  grown, of neces- 
(16) sity, leaves the film with gradients of silicon and oxygen . Thus, 
the film i s  oxygen-rich relative to silica near the a i r  interface and 
silicon-rich near  the siliconinterface. These gradients, of course, 
se t  up chemical potential gradients which act in  addition to a concen- 
tration gradient i n  controlling a diffusion process  in  the film. Fo r  
example, the excess oxygen at the a i r  interface could leave the s u r -  
face with a slight negative polarization and hence at t ract  positive 
charges to the surface. 
The thermal  growth process,  furthermore,  leaves the oxide 
under a high compressive stress(17). The silicon substrate  con- 
t r ac t s  considerably m o r e  than the oxide in  cooling from oxidation 
temperature to room temperature. Since the oxide i s  firmly bonded 
to the silicon and i s  normally much thinner than the silicon, the 
oxide becomes compressed. 
The existence of the silicon substrate  itself i s  a difference 
between the oxide and the fused silica. The fact that the silicon i s  
crystalline would be expected to have an influence on the structure 
of the oxide. It had been found that fused silica which had been form- 
ed by melting quartz crystals  still retained some residual "channels1' 
(1 2) from the crys ta ls  . It i s  reasonable to expect the oxide, which 
was never molten, to reflect some of the crystalline character of 
the silicon substrate.  Indeed, a microchannel structure, possibly 
microcrystalline in nature, seems to exist in the oxide and i s  de- 
pendent on the surface of the silicon before oxidation. This will be 
discussed m o r e  fully in Section 2. 3c. 
Finally, the oxide film i s  very thin (about 0. 5 micron) re la-  
tive to the fused silica samples. Therefore, i t  i s  reasonable to ex- 
pect that the interfaces will have a much greater  influence on diffu- 
sion processes  i n  the oxide than in  the bulk silica samples. This i s  
especially significant'in view of the observation of Drury and Roberts (7) 
that approximately the f i r s t  micron on the surface of their samples 
0 0 diffused a t  700 to 1200 C, contained an anomalously high amount of 
t r i t ium t racer .  
1.3b Previous Experiments with Water i n  Oxide Film 
1nvest;igations have indicated that water i s  a serious contami- 
(I8) nant i n  oxide-passivated silicon devices. Kuper and Nicollian , 
for  &ample, found that exposure of an oxidized junction to water 
0 
vapor a t  atmospheric p ressure  and temperatures a s  low a s  400 C 
for  short  periods (order of an  hour) gave changes in reverse  leakage 
of the diodes by several  o rders  of magnitude and changes i n  capaci- 
tance of the junctions. Hydrogen gas gave the s a n e  so r t  of instabil- 
i t ies  though other gases did not (this agrees well with the hydrogen- 
(10) water-  silica equil ibri~wl found by Bell, Hetherington, and Jack . 
Hydrations were  reversible,  and etch-off experiments indicated that 
0 
the water species causing the instability was within 6 0 0 A  of the sili-  
con interface. 
Nicollian and Goetzberger '19) correlated dielectric loss  in  an 
MOS capacitor with the density of fas t  interface states  i n  the sample. 
They found that heat treatments between 200' and 4 0 0 ~ ~  in  a dry 
ambient increased the number of s tates  and that treatments in  a wet 
ambient decreased the number of states.  Kooi(20) reported similar  
results.  
Gray and Brown"') correlated interface state density with 
the shift between room-temperature and liquid-nitrogen-temperature 
capacitance-voltage curves on a sample.  They found(22) that inter  - 
face state  density was related to the amount of water in  the ambient 
during oxidation of the silicon. Oxidations in  d r ie r  oxygen o r  post- 
oxidation bakes i n  dry ambient (which presumably removed water 
f rom oxide) gave increased interface- stage densities. 
H o f ~ t e i n ' ~ ~  concluded f rom his  measurements that instabi1.- 
i t ies  i n  oxide-passivated MOS devices were  almost entirely the r e -  
sult of water contarnination in the oxide. He concluded f rom elec- 
t r i ca l  measurements that the instabilities were  due to the movement 
of positive ions. The mobility of the ions, determined i n  an electr i-  
cal drift  measurement,  indicated that the mobile species was the 
t H ion. 
Ligenza and Spitzer (24925) studied the exchange of oxygen 
16 18 between 0 -oxide and 0 -enriched water, and vice versa .  
Diffusions w e r e  done a t  high t empera ture  and p r e s s u r e ,  and exchanges 
were  on the o r d e r  of 30 o r  400/0. They found oxygen profiles by suc-  
cess ive  etching and remeasurement  of the IR absorption of their  Sam- 
ples.  The absorption wavelength of the S i - 0  bond i s  slightly longer 
18 16 fo r  0 than f o r  0 They found a fair ly  flat  oxygen profile ra ther  
than the normal  diffusion profile. Lee''') has  attributed this  to the 
ex t reme conditions of tempera ture  and p r e s s u r e  under which the 
diffusions w e r e  done and t imes  which were  long compared with n o r -  
m a l  diffusion t imes  under such conditions. 
Burkhardt(26) and Burgess  and F o w k e ~ ( ~ ~ )  have reported 
0 
studies of oxides grown i n  t r i t ia ted s team a t  1000 C. Thei r  profiles 
w e r e  peaked a t  the interfaces and fair ly  f la t  i n  the bulk of the oxide. 
Both of these  invest igators  t r ied  to dr i f t  the hydrogen i n  an electr ic  
field with no consequent redistribution of t r i t ium. 
Hof stein(28), on the other hand, has  recently presented tri t ium 
t r a c e r  data which shows t r i t ium redistribution under b ias - tempera-  
t u r e  s t r e s s .  Hofstein, however, introduced t r i t ia ted water  into an 
already-grown oxide by boiling i t  i n  t r i t ia ted water  for  a few minutes. 
The obvious conclusion i s  that the water  i s  incorporated differently 
into the oxide a t  high tempera tures  (oxidation) than a t  low tempera-  
ture .  This  m a y  be related to the ear l ie r  observation of two types of 
hydroxyl in  s i l ica  g lass .  
$ , 3 c  Evidence for  Micropore Structure i n  Oxide 
As mentioned in  Section 2. 3a, there  i s  evidence of inicropore 
s t ruc tu re  i n  a thermally grown oxide film. 
Ing, Morr i son  and   and or'^^), working with stripped f i lms,  
found that permeat ion r a t e s  w e r e  o r d e r s  higher than expected for  
si l ica.  They attributed this to pores  i n  the oxide. Electron .micro- 
graphs of the oxides showed no pores ,  however, to a resolution of 
0 
50 A. I t  was  concluded that pores  were  no l a r g e r  than a few atomic 
d iamete r s  i n  size.  
They found that the extent of porosity was cor re la ted  with the 
cleanliness of the silicon surface before oxidation. P o o r e r  preoxida- 
tion cleaning led to a g rea te r  porosity in  the fi lm. Foreign par t ic les  
on the silicon tended to cause  crystal l i tes  a t  the surface of the oxide. 
Revesz' 15) h a s  also noted that imperfections in  the silicon surface 
tend to produce crys ta l l i tes  in  the oxide surface.  D' Asaro (30) noted 
that sodiurn tends to cause  crystall ization i n  an oxide fi lm. I t  has  
been observed that sodium always peaks a t  the a i r  interface of the 
oxide(31 ). Thus, the incidence of crystal l i tes  and, hence, the degree 
of porosity would tend to be g rea te r  a t  the surface of the oxide. 
Lopez(32) has  produced fur ther  evidence for  a porous s t ruc -  
t u r e  i n  the oxide. Etching experiments indicated the presence  of 
fas t -  etching regions,  assumed to be pores  o r  incipient pores .  Phos-  
phorus diffusion through the oxide was also much fas te r  than expected, 
and indicated a pore s t ructure.  Dielectric brealcdown was found to 
(15) be localized i n  cer tain spots. Revesz has s imilar ly found con- 
duction i n  the oxide to be localized. 
Hofst ein(28) has  repo&ed anomalously fas t  sodium and water  
0 diffusion through an oxide f i lm a t  a tempera ture  of 100 C.  He a t t r i -  
buted the f a s t  diffusion to s t ruc tura l  tunnels i n  the oxide. 
It has  been observed in  sodium radio t racer  experiments that  
sodium precipitated in  regions of low dielectr ic  strength(33). A1 so, 
the high sur face  concentration of sodium a t  the oxide sur face  af ter  
a sodium diffusion could be  lowered by an acid soak(31), possibly 
indicating that pa r t  of the sodium a t  the surface was  residing in 
p o r e s  and could be leached by the acid. 
Revese and Zaininger(34) have suggested that the l a r g e  l inear  
region on the oxidation r a t e  curve  fo r  silicon can be attributed to 
diffusion of oxidant through s t ruc tura l  tunnels. They have presented 
a discussion of channel formation in  the oxide. The formation of 
channels i s  associatec with a nonrandom distribution of bond angles 
o r  bond lengths in  a cer ta in  p re fe r red  direction. 
1,4 Previous Work on Sodium Diffusion and 
Water-Sodium Interaction 
I t  has  been known for  severa l  yea r s  that sodium and other 
alkali  ions a r e  involved in  instability mechanisms in oxide-passivated 
devices.  The relatiorzship betwcen sociiurn and electr ical  instability 
was demonstrated by Snow, etal. Bias- tempera ture  tes t s  with MGS 
capaci tors  indicated instabili t ies in sodium-contaminated devices 
but not i n  uncontaminated controls. 
Yon, KO and K ~ ~ e r ( ~ l ) ,  using a combination of neutron ac t i -  
vation analysis and radiotracer ,  t raced  actual sodium levels  i n  con- 
taminated and uncontaxninated samples.  Amounts of sodium infer red  
f r o m  electr ical  measurements  w e r e  found to be well correlated with 
amounts measured  radiochemically. Movement of sodium was t r a c  - 
ed under a var ie ty  of diffusion and drif t  conditions. 
A number of examples of interact ion between water  and sodium 
i n  s i l ica  can be  found i n  the l i te ra ture .  A recent  investigation by 
Burgess ,  et  indicated that sodium was t ransported through an 
oxide f i lm on silicon to a g rea te r  extent when the diffusion was done 
i n  a wet ambient than when i t  was  done i n  a dry  ambient. After the 
wet diffusion sodium was  found to be m o r e  peaked a t  the silicon in t e r -  
face.  
It seems  also that the presence  of sodium inc reases  water  
( 34) t ranspor t  i n  the oxide. Revesz and Zaininger found that sodium 
contamination increased  oxidation r a t e s  i n  s team oxidation of silicon. 
Since water i s  the oxidant in a s team oxidation, the sodium contamin- 
ation had the effect of increasing water  t ransport  in the growing oxide. 
( 28) Hofste in  , working with sodium and t r i t i um t r a c e r s ,  found 
that sodium could cause  the re lease  of a proton f rom absorbed s u r -  
f ace  water .  Aluminum, like sodium, can also affect the dr i f t  of 
protons.  Garino Canina and Priqueler(3 ') found that protons could 
be drifted i n  fused s i l ica  i n  an electr ic  field only i f  alumina w e r e  
p resen t  in  the sil ica.  
A discussion of g lass  corrosion by Char les  (3  7, could help 
elucidate sod iun-wa te r  interactions in diffusion. It was found that 
fused s i l ica  containing sodium end groups corroded i n  water  vapor 
a t  a much g rea te r  r a t e  than did p u r e  sil ica.  Char les  proposed a set  
of reactions to  explain this behavior. 
The sodium end group f i r s t  r eac t s  with a water  molecule by 
the reaction. 
The hydroxyl re leased  i n  reaction (2-1) then r eac t s  with an oxygen 
bridge to f o r m  a silanol and a react ive oxygen end s t ruc ture  by the 
reaction 
Another water  rnolecule then r eac t s  with tlie reactive oxygen to form 
another silanol by the reaction 
This  se t  of reactions has  severa l  consequences. F i r s t ,  the 
react ions produce excess  hydroxyl which r a i s e s  the pH of the g lass  
and hence the cor ros ion  ra te ,  i. e. the reaction catalyzes i tself .  
Second, the react ions convert  oxygen bridges to p a i r s  of silanol 
groups;  this  gives a m o r e  open s t ruc ture  to the g la s s (9  ) and would 
b e  expected to inc rease  diffusion r a t e s  of both water  and sodium. 
Third,  the react ions r e l ease  the sodium f r o m  the g lass  s t ruc ture ,  
which should m a k e  the s0diu.m m o r e  mobile. 
1 . 5  Oxygen Analysis ~ e c h n y ~ u e  
I t  would b e  desirable  to find distributions within the oxide of 
both hydrogen and oxygen f r o m  diffused water .  This  could help elu- 
c idate  diffusion mechanism and diffusing species.  
In such a measurement  i t  is necessa ry  to determine oxygen in  
a n  oxide ma t r ix ,  i. e. to differentiate between the oxygen used i n  
growing the oxide and that ca r r i ed  i n  by the diffusing water .  It i s  
obvious that different isotopes m u s t  be  used for  the two types of oxy- 
gen. Unlike the case  of hydrogen, no suitable radioactive isotope i s  
available to tag the oxygen of diffusing water .  The longest-lived 
15 
radioisotope, 0 , has  a ha l f - l i f e  of only 124 seconds, unsuitable a s  
a diffusion t r a c e r .  
Since no suitable radioactive isotope i s  available, it i s  neces-  
s a r y  to use  a s table  oxygen isotope to tag the water .  The oxide i s  
17 grown i n  ordinary oxygen (pr imar i ly  o1 6, so that either 0 o r  0 18 
m a y  be used to tag the water .  The problem, then, i s  to find a tech- 
17 18 16 
nique for  determining 0 o r  0 i n  the presence  of 0 to a sens i -  
12 18 
tivity of -10 atoms o r  -10 a toms/cc .  A fur ther  complication i s  
17 18 
the, amount of 0 o r  0 normally i n  the oxide. This problem is 
discussed in  Section 4. 2. 
18 17 
There  a r e  severa l  ways to determine either 0 o r  0 . 
Ligenza and Spitzer (24,251 18 t raced  0 by the shift of an  IR absorp-  
18 
tion peak. This  technique will detect 0 i n  concentrations much 
17 l e s s  than 10%. In principle, this method could also be used with 0 , 
18 but sensitivity would b e  even lower than with 0 . 
17 I t  i s  a l so  possible to determine 0 in the presence  of 0 16 
18 17 
and 0 by nuclear  magnetic resonance, since only 0 h a s  a net  
nuclear moment.  However, according to Evans(38), the required 
18 
sample s i ze  i s  on the o rde r  of 10 atoms,  which i s  o r d e r s  of mag-  
nitude too insensitive. 
A m a s s  spectrolneter technique i s  also capable of separating 
the oxygen isotopes.  However, i n  this case  the sample must  be put 
into a form compatible with the spectrometer  inlet  systelm and mus t  
be sectioned dry.  St cannot b e  etched in  a conventional manner ,  
s ince the etch solution would contain severa l  o r d e r s  of magnitude 
17 18 
m o r e  0 o r  0 than the sample would b e  expected to contain. Thus, 
etching would completely 10s e the des i red  information. The method 
is a lso  destructive.  
A number of nuclear methods have been proposed for  de ter -  
18 17 18 
mining 0 o r  0 . An 0 determination technique proposed by 
18 
Conditt and ~ o l t ' ~ ~ )  uses  radioactivation by the reaction 0 (p, n ) ~  18 
18 followed by sectioning and counting of F . Accelerator  protons a t  
2 . 7  MeV w e r e  used. Hunt and Miller(4o) used recoil  protons f rom 
an (n, p) react ion i n  polyethylene a s  a proton source  for  this react ion 
with a r eac to r  a s  a fas t  neutron source.  They found, however, that 
reproducibili ty was  poor. 
18 A par t icu lar ly  interesting 0 -determination technique was 
descr ibed  by Choudhury, et al. (41). In this technique, a beam of 
monoenergetic protons is allowed to impinge on the surface of the 
sample,  a t  a known angle. The protons produce alphas by the r eac t -  
18 15 ion 0 (p, a ) ~  , and the alphas a r e  detected a t  a known angle to the 
sur face  and their  energy distribution analyzed. Alpha energy d i s t r i -  
18 bution can be uniquely related to the depth distributjon of 0 in  the 
oxide. With a suitable standard, the measurement  can be made 
quantitative. 
Amsel and S a r n ~ e 1 ' ~ ~ )  have reported using this  method to de- 
18 
terrnine 0 t r a c e r  in  anodically-grown A1 0 f i lms  on aluminum, 2 3 
used the technique to study diffusion of oxygen in  quartz  
c rys ta l s .  
17 A s imi l a r  method, with an 0 t r a c e r ,  has  been reported by 
Ollerhead, Almqvist, and K ~ e h n e r ' ~ ~ ) .  In this  case ,  a beam of 
3 3 
-5 MeV He ions w a s  used, and a ( ~ e  , a) reaction took place. Again, 
17 
the alpha spec t rum could be uniquely related to the 0 depth profile. 
18 This  method s e e m s  to offer no advantage over the 0 t r a c e r  method. 
This  technique requi res  a m o r e  expensive isotope and requi res  the 
use  of a ve ry  expensive acce lera tor ;  fur thermore,  the resolution i s  
18 poorer  than with the 0 method, according to the authors.  
The  m o s t  promising of these  techniques, then, appears  to  be 
18 15 
the 0 (p, a ) ~  react ion of Choudhury, et al. Equipment to c a r r y  
out oxygen counting by this  technique was  assembled, but no fur ther  
work was performed using this technique. 
2. Water Diffusion Experiment  
2. 1. S a m ~ l e  P r e ~ a r a t i o n  
Silicon subs t ra tes  used for  this investigation were  either 1 o r  
10 ohm-cm,  n-type, 11 1 orientation. The wafers were  obtained 
f rom Semimetals,  Inc . ,  a l ready lapped and polished. The wafers  
were  one-inch diameter  and about 8 -mi l s  thick. 
Wafers  were  cleaned before oxidation by dcgreasing in hot ,  
e lectronic-grade trichloroethylene and then rinsing in a s t r e a m  of 
deionized distilled water  (2 -4  megohm-cm resistivity).  The samples  
w e r e  then dr ied  with a vacuum pencil and placed directly into the 
oxidation furnace. 
The oxidations were  done i n  a resistance-heated furnace with 
0 
a quar tz  tube. Samples w e r e  oxidized on a quartz  boat a t  1200 C. 
The  oxidizing ambient was oxygen which had been bubbled through 
0 -  deionized distilled water  a t  95 C. Oxygen flow r a t e  was  1.15 l i t e r s  
p e r  minute. Oxides w e r e  grown to a thickness of approximately 
5400 A. 
0 
After oxidation the furnace tempera ture  was dropped to 1000 C, 
and a d r y  nitrogen . . ambient was  introduced. The samples  w e r e  then 
baked fox 30 minutes in  this  ambient. After the bake, the samples  
w e r e  cooled in  the furnace ambient a t  the mouth of the furnace tube 
before removing the wafers  f rom the boat. 
2. 2 Low -T empera ture  Water Diffusion Technique 
Water was diffused i n  the oxide f i lms  by holding the sample a t  
a known tempera ture  fo r  a known length of t ime i n  an ambient of pure  
water  vapor a t  a known p ressu re .  Each of the three  diffusion p a r a -  
me te r s - - t empera tu re ,  t ime, and water  vapor p r e s s u r e - - w e r e  inde-- 
pendently var ied in o rde r  to find the dependence of the diffusion on 
each of the pa ramete r s .  
Out-diffusion rneasurelnents were  made  in  o rde r  to tes t  how 
f i rmly  the 'water '  was bound into the oxide. Also, as-grown oxides, 
which contained l a rge  concentrations of water ,  w e r e  diffused in  o r -  
d e r  to find the effect on the diffusion of the water  present  i n  the oxide 
f rom the oxidation process .  Multiple samples  w e r e  run for  seve ra l  
diffusion conditions to t e s t  reproducibility. 
Diffusions w e r e  done a t  tempera tures  ranging f rom 50 to 
0 250 C,  t imes  ranging f r o m  15 minutes:  to 8 hours ,  and water  p r e s -  
s u r e s  ranging f rom 25 to 400 m m  of mercury .  
A diagram of the apparatus used in  these  experiments i s  
shown i n  Figure 1. The apparatus,  with the exception of the diffu- 
sion cell ,  was bui l t  of s ta inless  steel. The water  was held i n  a 
smal l  stainless-steel vial which was hard-soldered to the end of a 
tube. The tubing sys tem was  assembled with Swagelok tubing connec- 
tors .  The valves w e r e  Nupro bellows-sealed valves. The tubing a t  
the cell  end of the apparatus was  welded to a stai n less  s teel  flange; 
a Viton O-ring was used to sea l  the flange to the diffusion cell. 
The diffusion cell  itself was a cylindrical piece of aluminum 
into which th ree  s lots  have been milled. The samples  to be hydrated 
were  dropped into these  s lots  and held tightly against the aluminum 
by means  of Teflon s t r ip s  at the edges of the wafers .  Aluminum was  
used for the cell  because of i t s  good thermal  conductivity. 
Before final assembly of the  hydration apparatus,  all compo- 
nents were  thoroughly cleaned with electronic - grade trichloro ethy- 
lene and acetone and with deionized distilled water .  After assembly 
the sys tem was checked for  tightness with a helium leak-checker;  
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the leak r a t e  was  too smal l  to be  detectable ( < l o  cc /sec) .  
A different cel l  was used i n  some of the ea r l i e r  diffusions, 
but hydration profiles f o r  the two cel ls  agreed within experimental 
e r r o r s  of -20%. 
The  sample  cel l  was maintained a t  tempera ture  by means  of 
a smal l  oven, made  up of a hot-plate heating element and a ce ramic  
enclosure.  A chromel--alumel thermocouple i n  the base of the cell  
m e a s u r e d  ce l l  t empera ture ;  a reference thermocouple was kept i n  a 
Dewar of i c e  water .  The thermocouple output was monitored by a 
10-mv Brown recorde r  which had been provided with a pa i r  of con-. 
t ac t s -  -one on the pen ca r r i age  and another which could be  moved 
along the r eco rde r  scale.  These contacts w e r e  used in  conjunction 
with an electronic re lay  to control power to the ce l l  heater .  The con- 
t r o l l e r  operated i n  a s imple on-off mode, but tempera ture  control 
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was  within 0. 5 C. Thermocouple outputs beyond the 10 mv range of 
the r eco rde r  w e r e  measured  by providing a bucking potential for  the 
thermocouple. 
The thermocouple-controller combination was calibrated a -  
gainst  a thermometer  and water bath at low tempera tures  and against 
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several: known melting points a t  higher t e~xpesa tu res .  The cs l ibra-  
t ion curve  agreed with NBS calibration values for a ch romel -a lune l  
thermocouple.  
A second thermocouple was temporari ly  placed nea r  the top 
of the  cel l  i n  a place ncrmally occupied by one of the samples  i n  o r  - 
d e r  to check how well the monitor thermocouple i n  the base  of the 
ce l l  measured  the actual sample temperature.  It was  found that the 
sample  tempera ture  lagged the tempera ture  of the monitor thermo-  
couple by severa l  degrees  during heat-up o r  cool-down, but the two 
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thermocouples  agreed  within < 0. 2 C af ter  a minute o r  two a t  any 
tempera ture .  
Heat-up t ime was longer f o r  higher diffusion tempera tures ,  
but w a s  always on the o r d e r  of severa l  minutes.  No water  vapor  was 
admitted to the diffusion cell, however, until the cell was  a t  diffusion 
tempera ture ,  so the long heat-up t ime caused no timing inaccuracy. 
Cool-down t imes  w e r e  much shor te r  than heat-up t imes .  By 
immers ing  the  cell  i n  a beaker of cold water ,  i t  could b e  cooled 
0 f r o m  2 0 0 ~ ~  to 50 C in a few seconds. Thus, measured  diffusion 
t i m e s  w e r e  accura te  within a few seconds. 
Water vapor p r e s s u r e s  w e r e  established by adjusting the t em-  
pe ra tu re  of the water  source  vial. Standard water  vapor p r e s s u r e -  
tempera ture  tables were  used to pick the tempera ture  corresponding 
to the  des i red  vapor p res su re .  In o rde r  to ensure that the vapor 
p r e s s u r e  in the apparatus was properly correlated with the source  
temperature,  the tubing and valves were  wrapped with a heating tape 
and kept  at  a tempera ture  well above the source  tempera ture  to p r e -  
vent condensation. A sufficiently l a r g e  quantity of water  was  used 
i n  the source  so that t he re  was always liquid i n  the vial. 
Since the source  vial  was  fixed i n  place and could not be 
moved into and out of a water  bath, a n  apparatus was constructed a s  
a movable thermosta t  for  the source  vial. This  consisted of a Dewar 
flask, outfitted a s  shown i n  F igure  1. The Dewar was connected to 
a Lauda model  K-2  constant tempera ture  circulator  and effectively 
acted a s  a moveable extension for  the circulator  bath. 
With this  arrangement ,  tempera ture  was  found to b e  within 
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about 0. 2 C of the  circulator  bath temperature.  Actual bath temper-  
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a tu re  was controlled within 0 .  1 C. This  tempera ture  e r r o r  c o r r e s -  
ponds to an e r r o r  i n  vapor p r e s s u r e  of l e s s  than 1% over the range of 
vapor p r e s s u r e  which were  used in  this  study. 
Samples to be  hydrated w e r e  cleaned by degreasing i n  hot t r i -  
chloroethylene and then rinsing severa l  t imes  in  deionized distilled 
water .  The samples  were  then placed i n  the hydration cell  a s  p r e -  
viously described. 
The heating tape on the apparatus tubing and the constant tern- 
pe ra t  use circulator  were  brought to telmperature. The source vial 
was then cooled i n  liquid nitrogen to lower the water vapor p r e s s u r e  
The entire apparatus  was the11 evacuated with a mechanical pump. 
After pumping for  a t  l e a s t  15 minutes ,  the source  valve (valve 1 in  
F igure  1) was closed and the source thermostat  assembly substituted 
f o r  the liquid nitrogen. The oven was then placed around the hydration 
cell  and the ce l l  brought to diffusion temperature.  The valve to the 
vacuum l ine (valve 2) was then closed and the source  valve opened to 
allow water  vapor  to fill the ent i re  system. 
Diffusion timing was  s tar ted when the source  valve was open- 
ed: It was calculated that a t  a fore-pump vacuum (a few microns  
i t  would take no m o r e  than a few seconds for  the water  
vapor p r e s s u r e  i n  the cel l  to equal the vapor p r e s s u r e  a t  the water  
source.  This  was also checked experimentally. A g la s s  plate was  
temporari ly  put i n  place of the diffusion cel l  and the apparatus evacu- 
ated. When the  source  valve was opened, water  began immediately 
condensing on the g lass  plate. 
At the end of the diffusion t ime,  the oven was removed f rom 
the hydration ce l l  and the cel l  quickly cooled. When the cell had been 
cooled to a few degrees  above the source  tempera ture ,  the source  
vial  was again i m m e r s e d  in  liquid nitrogen to condense the water  va-  
por  back into the source  vial. The source  valve was then closed, 
the cell  cooled to room tempera ture ,  the apparatus  brought to atmos-  
pheric  p r e s s u r e ,  and the saxnples removed. 
2. 3 .  Hydrogen Tracing Techniq~les  
Two methods have been used f o r  tracing water  In s i l ica-  - - 
i n f r a r e d  absorption by Si-OH groups i n  the sil ica and t r i t ium tagging 
of the hydrogen. The t r i t ium t r a c e r  i s  a much m o r e  sensit ive tech- 
nique and h a s  been used i n  this study. The water source  vial  con- 
tained 0. 5 c c  of t r i t ia ted water  with a specific activity of about 200 
mi l l i cu r i e s  p e r  gram.  
The  choice was then m a d e  on the method of developing a pro-  
f i le  of t r i t ium i n  the oxide. In sectioning the oxide, either the r e -  
moved section o r  the oxide remaining on the wafer could b e  counted 
af te r  each section i s  removed. The wafer  counting technique would 
give a somewhat higher counting efficiency, but the technique i s  
complicated by the fact  that the range of the t r i t ium betas  i s  severa l  
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t i m e s  l a r g e r  than the 5000 A thickness of the oxide. Thus, betas  
would simultaneously b e  counted f rom al l  depths i n  the oxide. 
The  thinness of the oxide and of the removed sections, conse- 
quently, make  i t  difficult to obtain a t r u e  differential t r i t ium profile 
f r o m  the integral  profile for  severa l  reasons:  (1) It i s  necessary  to 
de termine  relatively smal l  changes i n  relatively l a rge  count ra tes .  
(2) A peak can be easily overloolced i n  an integral distribution curve. 
(3) The  beta spectrum. i s  changing a s  i t  penetrates  the oxide. This 
gives changing absorption propert ies  with distance in  the oxide. The 
problem i s  even m o r e  ser ious i n  the vicinity of the silicon interface,  
where  back-scat ter  of betas f rom the silicon subs t ra te  contributes a 
fur ther  distortion to the beta spectrum and to the number of betas. 
I t  was, therefore,  decided to count the removed sections. 
The sectioning technique chosen was hydrofluoric acid etch- 
ing. This  method has  the disadvantage of producing a relatively 
l a r g e  sample to be  assayed (about 2 cc ' s ) ,  but the advantages a r e  
considerable:  (1) I t  i s  fast .  (2) Removed sections a r e  immediately 
available fo r  t r i t ium assay.  (3) Sections of any des i red  thickness 
can b e  removed accurately,  reproducibly, and in a planar fashion. 
Once it was  determined that the t r i t ium to be assayed would 
be contained i n  about two c c ' s  of solution, the m o s t  reasonable count- 
i n g  technique was liquid scintillation counting. A l l  other counting 
sys tems suffer either f rom l a r g e  beta self-absorption i n  the sample 
o r  f r o m  severe ly  res t r ic ted  sample size.  In  either case,  counting 
efficiency is poor. 
Liquid scintillation counting h a s  a number of advantages as a 
counting technique: (1) The active ma te r i a l  i s  in intimate contact 
with the detector,  even for  l a r g e  samples .  This avoids any absorp-  
tion between the sample and the detector.  (2) The counting i s  done 
in  a 4-pi geometry,  i. e. all  sample betas  a r e  emitted into the detector.  
(3)  The scintillation tecl-rnique allows a l a rge  fraction of the background 
counts to be rejected on the basis  of pulse height selection. 
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I t  was  necessary  to etch the samples  in the smal les t  possible 
quantity of acid because liquid scintillation counting efficiency i s  ad- 
verse ly  affected by l a rge  quantities of aqueous m a t e r i a l  in  the solu- 
tion. Consequently, an  apparatus was constructed to allow etching 
the sample with minimal  quantities of acid and r inse  water.  The 
apparatus  consisted of a polystyrene cylinder with a depression on 
top of it to re ta in  the sample.  A Teflon top, which screwed downon 
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top of the sample,  had a ver t ica l  hole which exposed 2. 85 c m  i n  
the center  of the sample to b e  etched. This,  i n  effect, formed a 
smal l  Teflon beaker with the sample forming the bottom of the beaker .  
Acid and r inse  water  were  alternately put onto the sample with 
syringes.  After etching o r  rinsing, the acid o r  water  was drawn into 
a counting vial  by vacuum. This was done by placing the counting 
vial  into a suction flask and sucking the acid o r  water  through a smal l  
Teflon tube f r o m  the sannple to the vial. 
Etch timing was s ta r ted  when acid was put onto the sample 
and stopped when the acid was removed and r inse  water  put onto the 
sample.  Timing was accura te  to about one second, which gave about 
a 370 uncertainty i n  the shortest  etch t imes  (30 seconds). 
It was found that etching could easily b e  done with 0.  5 cc 01 
acid, and the r inse  with one cc  of water.  The r inse  water was added 
and removed i n  th ree  o r  four s~mal le r  aliquots to increase  r inse  
efficiency* Acid and r inse water were  combined in the same count- 
ing vial to give a total sample of 1. 5 cc of aqueous material.  
Several checks were  made on the quantitativeness of the t r ans -  
f e r  f rom the sample to the counting vial. A second r inse was given 
to samples i n  some cases and the r inse counted to check for activity 
left behind by the f i r s t  rinse. No activity was found in  these rinses. 
.In another test ,  tritium-tagged acid was pipetted onto a sample which 
contained no tritium. The acid was t ransfer red  and the sample rinsed 
in  the usual manner.  I t  was found that t ransfer red  activity matched 
the activity of the same quantity of acid pipetted directly into a count- 
ing vial, within pipetting and counting e r r o r  s of l e s s  than 5%. 
Originally, i t  was intended to use the Teflon top of the etching 
apparatus a s  an etching mask for  the sample. It was found, however, 
that acid sometimes leaked under the Teflon and etched some of the 
oxide which should have been masked. This problem was solved by 
sealing the edge of the mask with Apiezon wax. The wax was applied 
with a small  brush f rom a trichloroethylene solution. With this seal 
there  was always a sharp interface between bare  silicon and oxide 
of the originial thickness when the sample was removed from the 
apparatus. 
Since the oxide around the edges was only lnaslced and was not 
removed, i t  could possibly still have been a source of e r ro r .  The 
acid etched sideways under the mask at the same ra te  a s  i t  etched 
downward toward the silicon, and the side etching was a source of 
additional activity. It was calculated, however, that this constituted 
l e s s  than 1% additional activity in  any section. This was also shown 
experimentally by the fact that profiles were  not changed when the 
extra oxide was removed before sectioning. , 
Etching with this apparatus had several  advantages: (1) Total 
etch-r inse volume was small. ( 2 )  Only an a r ea  i n  the center of the 
wafer front was sectioned, without the necessity of masking and r e -  
moving unwanted oxide before beginning the sectioning. (3) The Sam- 
ple a r e a  was constant and well defined. (4) Etch timing was precise.  
(5) The vacuum removal of acid and r inse left the sample surface dry. 
This allowed a quick check of oxide interference color against the 
etch time. 
In any scintillation counting technique, the radiation to be de- 
tected i s  converted into visible light photons in some suitable medium. 
The light photons a r e  monitored by a photomultiplier tube which i s  
coupled to an  appropriate amplifier, pulse height analyzer, and count- 
ing circuitry. 
The radiation-to-light transducer and the photomultiplier a r e  
linear devices. The output pulses f rom the amplifier bear a function- 
al (usually linear) relation to the input pulses from the photomultiplier. 
Thus,  the pulse height analyzer can select  an  interval  of pulse s i zes  
corresponding to a cer ta in  energy interval  i n  the input radiation spec-  
t rum.  The pulse height analyzer,  thus, allows one to re jec t  back- 
ground pulses  outside of this energy interval  without reducing count- 
ing efficiency. 
The m o s t  common transducer  i n  scintillation counting is a 
c rys t a l  of some scintillating mater ia l .  Such a t ransducer  gives high 
counting efficiency for  penetrating radiation such a s  gamma r a y s  
and high-energy beta par t ic les .  However, for  the low energy beta  
par t ic les  of t r i t ium (17.6 KeV maximum energy), the c rys ta l  has  
disadvantages. Most betas  will probably be absorbed i n  getting out 
of the source  and into the detector. Fur the rmore ,  only a fract ion 
of the par t ic les  will be emitted in  the direction of the detector.  
The liquid scintillation technique overcomes these problems 
by mixing the sample  with the scintillating medium i n  a suitable vial. 
The scintillating medium i n  this  c a s e  is a phosphor dissolved in  some 
suitable solvent. The  sample to be  assayed i s  dissolved in,  emulsi-  
fied with, o r  suspended i n  the scintillating m e d i u n .  
The energy t r ans fe r  p rocess  occur s  i n  several  steps.  The 
beta par t ic le  in te rac ts  with the solvent molecules,  the solvent mole-  
cules  interact  with phosphor molecules,  and the phosphor molecules  
finally emit visible photons. The pliotol~s must  then be brought out 
of the counting vial  and into the pliotomultiplier, Energy m a y  be 
lost  i n  any of these steps.  The los s  mechanisms collectively a r e  
r e fe r red  to a s  "quenching". 
Water,  unfortunately, i s  a strong quenching agent. The prob-  
l e m  of assaying aqueous samples  i s  fur ther  compounded by the fac t  
that water-miscible  solvents a r e  quite inefficient. F o r  example, the  
popular dioxane naphthalene -PPO-POPOP mixture  gave only about 5 
o r  670 counting efficiency with the  etch samples.  
Hayes and h i s  coworkers made  a n  extensive study of solvents 
and phosphors f o r  liquid scintillation counting. They found that the 
m o s t  efficient solvent is ~ ~ l e n e ' ~ ~ )  and that PBD is the m o s t  efficient 
phosphor(46). Unlike rno s t  liquid scintillation phosphors, PBD works 
(47) m o s t  efficiently without a secondary phosphor, o r  wavelength shifter. 
Optimum concentration was  found to be  10 g r a m s  of PBD p e r  l i t e r  of 
(46) xylene 
The  problem of developing an efficient counting solution then 
became the problem of developing a s table  mixture  of xylene and 
water .  One method which had been suggested by Pat te rson  and 
~ r e e n e ' ~ ~ )  was an emulsion of xylene and water .  They stabilized 
the i r  emulsions with a detergent called Tri ton X-100  o ohm and ~ a a s )  
and reported about 1070 t r i t ium counting efficiency f o r  solutions which 
w e r e  up to 2370 aqueous. This technique was t r ied,  and resu l t s  w e r e  
comparable to those of Patters011 and Greene for  t r i t ia ted water .  
However, t r i t ia ted H F  gave nonreproducible counting efficiencies, 
even af te r  the acid had been neutralized. 
Another solubilizing agent was  found, how ever ,  which gave 
sat isfactory resu l t s .  This was Colosolve CS-3 (now marketed  by 
Beckman as Biosolve BS-3). The solubilizer formed a c lear ,  stable 
solution with the  aqueous component and the xylene-PBD scintillating 
mixture.  Several  hundred different samples  were  tested with various 
ra t ios  of components. Also, s ince it was found that the unneutralized 
acid caused solution instability, different H F  concentrations and v a r  - 
ious neutralizing agents were  tested. 
The  solution finally chosen was  a compromise between cost 
and counting efficiency. Slight inc reases  i n  efficiency could be ob- 
tained by using g rea te r  phosphor concentration o r  by using p u r e r  xy-  
lene, but it was  fe l t  that the slight inc rease  i n  efficiency did not jus-  
tify the ex t ra  cost. The final mixture  was a s  follows: 1. 5 c c  of 
sample  (0. 5 c c  of 15:l H F  and l c c  of water)  neutralized with an ex- 
c e s s  of calcium carbonate, 3 c c  of CS-3, and 15 c c  of technical 
g rade  xylene containing P B D  a t  a concentration of 10 g r a m s  per  l i ter .  
This  solution gave counting efficiency of about 25% with back- 
ground of about 25 counts pe r  minute. This allows the determination 
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of 2 x 10 hydrogen atoms p e r  cc  i n  1000 A of oxide to a one-sigma 
confidence level of 10% in a one-hour count. The count ra te  of a 
sample was found to be stable within counting statistics f o r  at  least  
a period of severa l  days. 
Most of the trit ium counting in  this study was done with a 
Picker  Ansitron 11 liquid scintillation counter. 
2 .4  Data Handling 
A standard (15:l H F  containing a known amount of tri t ium) 
and a blank were  counted with each batch of liquid scintillation sam- 
ples. The standard and the blank were  made up a t  the same time a s  
the sarnples to be  counted. The trit iated water used in  making up the 
acid standard was obtained f rom Tracerlab,  Inc. , and i t s  specific 
activity was specified within three percent. 
In cases  where water r inses  were  counted, a second standard 
usually was made up with tagged water. The counting efficiency for  
the water was usually one o r  two percent higher than fo r  the neutral- 
ized acid. 
The standards and the blank usually were  counted both before 
and after counting the other samples i n  o rder  to insure  that counting 
efficiency and background were not changing during the counting run. 
The count on the standard sample was used to determine the 
counting efficiency for each batch of samples. This technique allow- 
ed elimination of e r r o r s  caused by long-term drift  of the liquid scin- 
tillation cou~zter and by slightly different forlnulations of the counting 
solution. The efficiency was found to constantfrom one batch of 
samples to anothe'r. 
Etch ra te  for each sa.mple was calculated by dividing oxide 
thickness by total etch time. Etch ra tes  were constant f rom saxnple 
to sample i n  the absence of room temperature changes. Section 
thicknesses were  calculated from etch t imes,  with oxide interference 
colors a s  a check. The section a r ea  was the a r ea  exposed by the 
etching mask.  
A computer program was written to reduce the hydration data. 
The program calculated an efficiency and background ra te  and calcu- 
lated an absolute disintegration ra te  for each counting sample. The 
disintegration ra te  then was converted into a number of hydrogen 
atoms . ' 
The section volume was calculated and hydrogen concentra- 
tion was calculated. A statistical e r r o r  on the counting was then 
computed. This counting e r r o r  was converted to equivalent e r r o r  
i n  hydrogen concentration in the section. Long enough counts were  
usually taken to keep count e r r o r s  below 5%. 
The program output the information on section thicl~nesses,  
concentrations, and e r ro r s .  Information on r inses  was tabulated 
separately. The program then computed total amounts of hydrogen 
in the oxide and on the surface. Finally, a rough semilog plot of 
the profile was printed to allow a look at the profiles before hand- 
plotting. 
Although it was des i red  to follow the diffusion of 'wa te r ' ,  the  
t r i t ium t r a c e r  does not of necessi ty  follow water,  even though that 
was  the chemical fo rm to which the oxide was exposed. All that can 
rea l ly  b e  said with certainty is that the t r a c e r  was  following hydro- 
gen. The  t r a c e r  technique i s  incapable of differentiating H 0 f rom 2 
t HZ, Si-OH, H o r  any of the other  chemical f o r m s  tha t  hydrogen 
could take i n  the oxide. 
A second limitation concerns the "isotope effect" associated 
with any t r a c e r  experiment. Since the t r a c e r  atom has  a different 
a tomic m a s s  f rom the stable atom which i t  i s  tracing, i t  will a l so  
diffuse at a different ra te ;  the ra t io  of diffusion r a t e s  will b e  inverse-  
l y  proportional to the square  root of the m a s s  rat io  of the two atoms.  
This  effect has  been ignored i n  this  work for  two reasons.  
F i r s t ,  the  amount of isotope effect cannot be  calculated unless the 
diffusing species  i s  known. The effect would be r a t h e r s m a l l  f o r  a 
diffusing water  molecule ( im8) but would be l a r g e  fo r  a hydrogen 
ion (fi). 
Second, the isotope effect makes  the conclusions of this  work 
somewhat m o r e  conservative. As d iscusses  i n  the remainder  of this  
chapter ,  the t r i t ium was  found to diffuse much fa s t e r  than expected. 
Normal  hydrogen, of course,  diffuses f a s t e r  st i l l .  
2, 5 Resixlts of the Hydrations 
A s  mentioned previously, hydration profiles were  produced 
f o r  a var ie ty  of hydration conditions. A typical profile i s  shown i n  
F igure  2. Thicknesses of etched sections a r e  shown by the dashed 
l ines  a t  the bottom of the graph, and counting e r r o r s  a r e  shown by 
ve r t i ca l  e r r o r  ba r s  on the data points. Concentration equivalent of 
background is shown by the dashed l ine in  F igure  2. 
The profile i s  character ized by th ree  regions: (1) a sharp  
gradient of hydrogen a t  the a i r  interface; (2) a relatively flat hydro- 
gen profile in  the bulk of the oxide; (3) a slight hydrogen build-up 
at the sil icon interface.  The sharp  hydrogen spike a t  the air in t e r -  
face  is  p resen t  i n  al l  the hydrogen profiles,  the hydrogen peak a t  
the sil icon interface i n  some. 
P ro f i l e s  were  found to be  reproducible f r o m  one sample t o '  
another under m o s t  hydration conditions. The reproducibility of the 
data i s  i l lustrated i n  Figure 3.  These  four  samples  were  hydrated 
simultaneously in  the hydration cell. The resu l t s  show that the data  
i s  consistent to within 20% 
0 Hydrations w e r e  done a t  200 C and 25 mm Hg water  vapor 
p r e s s u r e  f o r  t imes ranging f rom 0.25 to 8 hours.  The family of 
profiles thus obtained a r e  shown i n  F igure  4 and 5. 
The profiles a r e  roughly exponential in  the bulk oxide and a r e  
thns approximated by the dashed lines in F igure  4. Profi les  in bulk 
oxide tend to fi l l  and flatten with increasing hydration t ime. 
The only hydration data  available for  comparison a r e  those 
of Hofstein. He found hydrogen throughout the oxides a t  concentra- 
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t ions of -10 / c c  af ter  soaking his  samples  f o r  15 minutes  in  t r i -  
t iated water  a t  1 Oo°C. 
The profiles correspond to a ve ry  f a s t  penetration. Extrapo- 
lation of bulk sil ica hydration f rom 6 0 0 ~ ~  (6) would yield a diffusion 
0 0 length of -1000 A f o r  one hour a t  200 C, whereas  the 'water '  com- 
0 
pletely penetrates  the 5400 A oxide in  l e s s  t ime  than this a t  200O C. 
Also, the profile i s  not the complementary e r r o r  function expected 
fo r  a constant-concentration boundary condition. (A calculated e r r o r  
function profile fo r  a one-hour diffusion i s  shown in Figure 4 for  
comparison), 
Rather,  the data a r e  consistent with the grain-boundary diffu- 
(50) sion model of F isher  and a r e  analyzed on this  basis in  & following 
section. This  type of diffusion path would be expected to b e  m o s t  no- 
t iceable at  low tempera tures  where bulk diffusion i s  quite slow. 
Prof i les  for  15 -min  hydrations a r e  ve ry  nonreproducible and 
frequently show anomalous pealring near  the silicon. Three  15 -min-  
ute profiles a r e  shown in  F igure  5. Prof i les  a r e  somewhat m o r e  r e -  
producible for  30-minute hydrations and a r e  ve ry  reproducible for  
hydration t imes  of an hour o r  more ,  as was de~nons t r a t ed  in F igure  
3 .  The ano~nalous  peaking i s  also observed for  low hydration temper-  
a tu re  and will be discussed fur ther .  
Total oxide hydrogen content i s  shown a s  a function of hydra-  
tion t ime  i n  F igure  6. The graph shows an init ial  rapid penetration 
which corresponds to the anomalous peaking. Then the amount of 
oxide hydrogen appears  to drop, which would imply that a net amount 
of hydrogen out-diffused between 15 and 30 minutes  in  the hydration. 
However, t he re  i s  a g rea t  deal of sca t t e r  i n  the oxide hydrogen con- 
tent a f te r  15- o r  30-minute hydrations and the apparent dec rease  i n  
hydrogen content of the oxide may  be  an  experimental e r r o r .  In any 
case ,  the init ial  nonreproducible peaking suggests that the 'water '  i s  
interacting with an oxide defect dtructure which quiclcly saturates .  
The dashed theory curve i n  F igure  6 is the behavior predicted 
by the mic ropore  diffusion model  discussed la ter .  
Hydrations were  done fo r  2 hours  a t  25 m m  p r e s s u r e  for hy- 
0 drat ion tempera tures  between 50 and 2 5 0 ' ~ .  The set  of profi les  
f rom these hydrations a r e  shown i n  F igure  7. 
The effect of varying hydration tempera ture  i s  s imi lar  to the 
effect of varying hydration t ime.  Low tem perature gave anomalous 
peaking which disappeared at  higher tempera tures  just a s  i n  the case  
of t ime variation. Increasjng temperature,  s imilar ly,  gave filling 
and flattening of profiles in the bulk oxide. 
0 The  50 C profile shows a l a r g e  peak a s  did the 15-minute 
0 hydrations profiles.  In the 100 C profile,  the peak i s  much sma l l e r ,  
0 
and for  hydration tempera tures  of 150 C and higher, the peak i s  
absent. 
It would appear,  therefore,  that t he re  is a very rapid buildup 
of hydrogen i n  the region a shor t  dis tance back f rom the silicon. I t  
is interest ing to reca l l  that Burkhardt(Z6), on the bas is  of t r i t ia ted-  
0 
s t eam oxidations, hypothesized a react ion intermediate  600 -800 A 
f rom the silicon. It i s  possible that this  region i s  oxygen deficient 
and that water  initially r eac t s  in  this  region to compensate the oxy- 
gen deficiency. 
The  l o s s  of the peak a t  higher tempera ture  o r  longer t ime 
would then correspond to an oxidation in  this  region followed by a 
diffusion of hydrogen gas out of the oxide. It i s  important to bea r  i n  
mind that the t r i t ium t r a c e r  i n  no way differentiates the vaf ious chem- 
ica l  f o r m s  i n  which the hydrogen m a y  exist  in  the oxide. The postu- 
la ted water-hydrogen-sil ica reaction has  been observed i n  bulk s i l i ca  (1 9 
An activation energy was obtained fo r  the diffusion coefficient 
by plotting log of total oxide hydrogen ve r sus  reciprocal temperature.  
The plot i s  shown in  Figure 8. The c i rc les  correspond to integra-  
tion of the solid profiles in F igure  7. The triangles correspond to 
the dashed extrapolations in Figure 7 ,  which ignore the anomalous 
peaking. It can be  seen that ignoring the peaking causes al l  the 
points to follow an  Arhennius relation. 
The activation energy was estimated f rom the relation 
where  N i s  the total  hydrogen content of th'e oxide, D i s  the diffu- 
sion coefficient, E is the activation energy, k is Boltzmann's 
a 
constant, and T i s  the temperature.  This  relationship would be  
c o r r e c t  for  an e r r o r  function profile and is assumed to roughly c o r -  
r e c t  fo r  these profiles.  This  method estimated an activation energy 
of about 0.25 eV. 
The activation energy m a y  s imi lar ly  be estimated by m e a s u r -  
ing the advance of the diffusion profile a t  a constant concentration 
level  a s  a function of diffusion tempera ture  a t  constant diffusion time. 
In  this  case  
where  x i s  the distance a t  which the profi le  c r o s s e s  the given con- 
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centration level (3 x 10 / c c  was used). This method gives an  ac t i -  
vation energy of about 0. 3 eV i n  agreement  with the other method of 
estimation. 
The estimated activation energy i s  very low compared with 
activation energies  o rde r  1 eV(26) normally quoted either for 
hydration of bulk si l ica o r  fo r  outdiffusion of hydrogen f rom steam- 
grown oxides.  his low activation energy supports the micropor  e 
diffusion mechanism. 
0 A se t  of hydrations were  done for  four hours  a t  200 C with 
water  vapor p r e s s u r e s  f rom 25 to 400 m m  Hg. The family of p ro -  
f i les  resulting f rom these hydrations a r e  shown i n  F igure  9. 
I t  can b e  seen that the effect of p r e s s u r e  inc rease  was to 
shift the profile uniformly upward. All profiles have roughly the 
s a m e  shape. 
P r e s s u r e  dependence of-the hydrations i s  shown i n  F igure  10. 
Log of total oxide hydrogen content is plotted ve r sus  log of hydration 
p res su re .  The  dependence i s  v e r y p e a r l y  I?''' which implies  that 
the water  molecules  break into two p a r t s  upon entering the oxide, a s  
is the case  fo r  high-temperature diffusion of water  i n  bulk silica. 
This observation, then, precludes the possibility of water  
entering and diffusing in  the oxide a s  molecules.  The water  m u s t  
r eac t  with the oxide in some manner  to produce two fragments .  It 
is likely that the fragments  a r e  Si-OH groups a s  i n  high-temperature 
water  diffusions. 
Prof i les  in  F igures  4, 7 ,  and 9 indicate that peak concentra- 
tion at the a i r  interface inc reases  with hydration t ime,  temperature,  
and p res su re .  The width (penetration) of the spilce does not seein to 
ehang e. 
Approximate concentration in  the oxide at  the a i r  interface 
was  obtained by plotting concentration profiles for  the f i r s t  few sec -  
t ions on semilog paper  with an  expanded thiclcness scale  and smooth- 
ly  extrapolating back to ze ro  thickness. These extrapolated surface 
concentrations a r e  shown in  F igure  11 a s  functions of t and T. 
The  sur face  concentration has  the s a m e  s o r t  of t ime and tem-  
p e r a t u r e  dependences a s  does total  oxide hydrogen. The t ime depen- 
dence curve  shows a rapid buildup followed by a decrease  followed 
by a n  inc rease  again to a saturation. The tempera ture  dependence 
shows an init ial  slow buildup with T which becomes f a s t e r  a t  higher 
T. It is possible  that the peaking of surface hydrogen concentration 
a t  sma l l  t and the weak dependence a t  small  T m a y  b e  associated 
with the  back diffusion of hydrogen postulated previously. 
P r e s s u r e  dependence of interface hydrogen concentration i s  
shown i n  F igure  12. The open c i r c l e s  represent  the concentration 
in  the  oxide at the a i r  interface; the solid c i rc les  represent  the con- 
centrat ion a t  the silicon interface.  I t  m a y  be seen that the p r e s s u r e  
1 / 2  dependence i n  both cases  i s  approximately P . 
The concentration a t  the a i r  interface may  be compared with 
l i t e ra tu re  values for  a s imi lar  situation. The dashed line in F igure  
1 2  r ep resen t s  the solubility of water  (expressed a s  OH/CC)  in fused 
0 
s i l ica  a t  600 C a s  determined by Moulson and Roberts(6) .  C 
0 
determined f rom the present  experiments would be expected to be 
0 
nea r  maximum solubility of water  at  200 C which appears  consistent 
with the s i l ica  solubility data. 
P e r h a p s  a m o r e  valid comparison i s  with Burkhardt '  s ( 26) 
data  fo r  s team oxidation of silicon. His C value i s  represented by 
0 
the  t r iangle  i n  F igure  12. The  agreement  h e r e  i s  good, since solu- 
bility of water  i n  s i l ica(6)  is probably about twice a s  high a t  2 0 0 ~ ~  
as a t  1 0 0 0 ~ ~  where Burkhardt  did h is  oxidations. 
Although the interface concentration ag rees  well with other 
data, i t  does not seem to b e  the-correc t  C f o r  the bulk oxide p ro -  
0 
f i les .  F igure  4, fo r  example, indicates that the profiles a r e  develo- 
18 ping f r o m  C --" 6 .  x 10 (indicated by extrapolation of bulk pro  - 
0 
files).  I f  the C obtained f rom the sur face  peak were  the C de-  
0 0 
termining the bulk profiles,  then the peak should penetrate  severa l  
thousand angs t roms f rom bulk diffusion for  a diffusion t ime of sev-  
e r a l  hours .  
Attempts were  made  to remove the surface spike by various 
washes before sectioning. Neither an overnight soak in  concentra- 
ted  HC1 nor  an  overnight wash in running water  caused a decrease  
i n  sur face  concentration. A light surface etch followed by a water  
wash lowered the amount of hydrogen in the f i r s t  section, but this  
was  presumably only because the light etch removed the v e r y  high 
concentration su r f ace  l aye r  which would normally be contained in 
the f i r s t  section. 
It was thought possible  that the outer 1000 A of oxide was dif- 
f e ren t  f r o m  the remainder  of the oxide. This could, f o r  example, 
be attributed to light sur face  damage in  the sil icon subs t ra te  p r io r  
D 
to oxidation. It was considered possible that, i f  the f i r s t  1000 A 
were  etched off before hydration, no spike would f o r m  a t  the surface.  
The r e su l t  of this  tes t ,  i n  F igure  13, was cont rary  to such an expec- 
0 
tation. It appears  that the outer  1000 A of oxide either has  no special  
charac ter i s t ic  o r  e l se  that i t s  special  charac ter i s t ics  a r e  regenera-  
ted  i n  a shor t  t ime a t  200° C. The same  re su l t  was obtained for  the 
s a m e  etch-off experiment before a one-hour hydration. 
An outdiffusion experiment was done to fur ther  charac ter ize  
the hydration mechanism. Three  samples  w e r e  hydrated simultane- 
0 
ously fo r  four hours  a t  200 C and 25 m m .  One of the th ree  oxides 
was  etched as a control. It agreed well with previously obtained p ro -  
f i les  under the s a m e  hydration conditions. This i s  profile A in 
F igure  14. 
0 
The f i r s t  1250 A of the  second hydrated oxide was sectioned 
and counted. This i s  profile C in Figure 14. It m a y  be seen that the 
surface region of this  sample  showed excellent agreement  with the 
s a m e  region of the control oxide, and there i s  every reason to believe 
that the remainder  of the oxide had a r a the r  f la t  profile as  does the 
remainder  of profile A. 
The part ia l ly  sectioned sample and the unetched third sample 
0 
w e r e  then vacuum baked for  four hours  a t  200 C. The sample which 
had not been etched before baking had profile B i n  F igure  14 af te r  
baking. Roughly half of the hydrogen content of the oxide had out- 
diffused, and peaking was.somewhat m o r e  pronounced a t  both in t e r -  
faces .  
The amount of outdiffusion is much g rea te r  than predicted 
(26927) f rom outdiffusion measurements  on t r i t ia ted-steam grown oxides.  
Extrapolation of those outdiffusion resu l t s  would predict  a negligible 
0 
outdiffusion i n  a few hours  a t  200 C. The obvious conclusion i s  that  
0 
the water  which was diffused into the oxide a t  200 C was much l e s s  
f i rmly  bound into the oxide than i s  water  introduced by oxidation. 
This supports the mic ropore  diffusion mechanism which h a s  been 
postulated f o r  these hydrations. 
The  sample which had a flat  profile before baking had profile 
D af ter  baking. The surface spike reformed during the vacuum bake, 
and the peak also became much g rea te r  a t  the silicon interface.  F u r -  
thermore ,  the dip i n  the profile just inside the oxide suggests that 
hydrogen was preferentially segregated f rom this  region into the 
surface region. 
It s eems  then that the spike a t  the a i r  interface cannot simply 
b e  the resul t  of slow diffusion in  this  region, for  such a mechanism 
could not explain the reformation of the spike f rom outdiffusion of a 
sample  with a f la t  profile. There  i s  obviously some difference be-  
tween the interface region and the r e s t  of the oxide which causes the 
'water '  to preferent ial ly  segregate  near  the surface.  This could be  
e i ther  an  electr ical  binding effect o r  an enhanced solubility a t  the  
surface.  
Since the water  s e e m s  to be completely inactive electrically,  
the  effect would appear to be due to enhanced solubility in the surface 
region. In l ine with the pore  diffusion model ,  this  would suggest a 
g rea te r  porosity i n  the surface than i n  the  bulk oxide. 
On the  bas i s  of previous experiments  i t  was  anticipated that 
water  diffusing through the oxide f i lm would either ac t  a s  a positively 
charged species  and m a k e  the silicon sur face  m o r e  n-type o r  e l se  
cause  annihilation of interface s tates .  Neither of these contentions 
was  found to be c o r r e c t  i n  the present  low tempera ture  range. 
Samples w e r e  measured  before and af ter  hydration using 
evaporated aluminum contacts. Surface potential changes were  de- 
termined by measuring voltage shift of the flat-band point on a capa- 
citance-voltage charac ter i s t ic  for  the sample.  Interface s tate  den- 
sity was measured  by the Gray-Brown technique which determines 
interface s tate  density f rom the difference between the flat-hand 
voltage (V ) a t  room tempera ture  and V a t  liquid nitrogen tem-  fb fb 
pera ture .  Measurements  w e r e  made with a Boonton model  71A 
one-megahertz  capacitance m e t e r  equipped with an  x-y  r eco rde r .  
Measured in ter face  s tate  densit ies seemed to be unaffected 
o 18 by hydrations at  200 C o r  below, even with 5 x 10 H/ cc a t  the s i l -  
o icon interface.  Hydration in  wet nitrogen i n  a furnace a t  800 C, 
however, gave significant annihilation in agreement  with other  in-  
0 
vest igators .  Presumably  200 C for  four hours  a t  25 mrn p r e s s u r e  
i s  insufficient to cause  measurable  interface s ta te  annihilation. 
Measured  values of Vfb indicate that the silicon surface not 
only does not become m o r e  n-type f rom a hydration, but actually be-  
comes  l e s s  n-type, a s  if the water  were  carrying in  a negative cha-rge. 
Measurements  m a d e  with untritiated water  indicate that V shifted f b 
steadily in  the positive direction a s  hydration proceeded, generally 
saturating a few volts i n a r e  positive than before hydration ( 1 volt = 
10 2 4 x 10 cha rges / cm ). Some typical data a r e  shown i n  Table 1.  
TABLE 1 
Effect of Hydration on Flatband Voltage 
0 15 3 0 60 min. Conditions 
4 . 4  2. 1 2. 0 2 .0 3 2 5 O ~ ,  300 rnrn 
6. 6 5. 2 4 .7 4. 6 310°c, 300 rnm 
This behavior was observed consis tel~t ly  and seemed inde- 
pendent of the init ial  value of V Samples with initial V f rom -4  fb' fb  
to -20 volts showed a positive shift of V fb" 
A s imi lar  behavior was observed by for  sodium diffu- 
sions under conditions s imi lar  to those used in  this  study. Such r e -  
sul ts  have also been observed f o r  sodium diffusions and for  sodium- 
water  diffusions i n  this study and will be discussed i n  the next chap- 
t e r .  
2 .  6 Models for  Hydration Data 
Micropore Diffusion Model 
F a s t  penetration, low activation energy, and profile shapes 
observed i n  this  study suggest that 'water '  diffuses via micropores  
i n  the oxide. Evidence of this  pore  s t ruc tu re  i n  the oxide observed by 
other  investigators was summarized  in  Section 1. 3c. 
(1 5) A mic ropore  i n  an amorphous solid, a s  discussed by Revesz,  
i s  the inverse  of a dislocation line in a crystal .  That i s ,  the po re  i s  
a l ine of g rea te r  o rde r  in  a completely disordered s t ruc ture  while 
the dislocation line i s  a l ine of l e s s  o rde r  i n  an ordered  system. 
Ei ther  the pore  o r  the dislocation l ine will, however, act  a s  a r e -  
gion of higher diffusivity than i t s  surroundings,  and mathematical  
t rea tments  of the two cases  a r e  identical. 
A t rea tment  which has  been given to diffusion in grain bound- 
a r i e s  between crystl l ine grains  i s  to consider the grain boundary to 
be made  up of a s e r i e s  of dislocation l ines .  The spacing of the d is -  
location l ines i s  related to the misorientat ion of the two crystal l ine 
gra ins ,  a g r e a t e r  misorientation causing a g rea te r  density of dislo- 
cation l ines  . 
The  porous oxide, s imilar ly,  m a y  be considered to have such 
lines of high diffusity channels. The t rea tment  will then be to con-. 
s ider  the s e r i e s  of channels to fo rm a thin slab of high diffusivity 
mater ia l .  A diagram of such an arrangement ,  proposed by F i she r  (49) 
is shown i n  F igure  15. 
Following F i s h e r ' s  model, a concentration of diffusant i s  
established on the surface (y = 0) of a sample.  The sample has  
ze ro  init ial  concentration. Mate r i a l  i s  then allowed to diffuse both 
in the bulk sample  and in the high diffusivity slab. The slab i s  con- 
s ider  ed sufficiently thin that concentration i s  uniform a c r o s s  i t s  
width. 
Diffusion f a r  f rom the sample sur face  (far meaning f a r  fo r  
bulk diffusion) may  be considered a s  diffusioii in the slab followed by 
diffusion f r o m  the slab into the surrounding bulk mater ia l .  If the 
diffusivity in  the slab i s  much higher than i n  the surrounding m a -  
te r ia l ,  the flow out of the slab will be in the x-direction. 
Figure  15 
Coordinate Sys tem fo r  
Micropore Diffusion Model 
If a m a t e r i a l  balance i s  made  about an element i n  the slab, 
F ick ' s  second law gives 
where C = concentration of diffusant 
D = diffusivity i n  slab 
S 
D = diffusivity in  bulk mater ia l  
6 = thickness of slab. 
The f i r s t  t e r m  represents  normal  diffusion into the s lab;  the second 
t e r m  represents  leakage f r o m  the s ides  of the s lab  into the bulk 
ma te r i a l .  
Concentration in  the bulk ma te r i a l  (away f r o m  the slab) will 
obey Fick 's  law, i. e . ,  
2 If Eqs.  (2[ 1) and (2-2) a r e  multiplied by 6 / D  and changes of 
var iab les  made  a s  follows: 
then Eqs.  (2-1) and (2-2) become 
  he problem i s  to solve Eqs. (2-4) and(2-5) simultaneously. 
F i she r  did this f i r s t  by a numer ica l  technique. On the basis  of his  
i ~ u m e r i c a l  analysis he noted that the concentration in the slab built 
up ve ry  rapidly to i t s  eyuilj.hriutn value and could, to a good approxi- 
mation, be assumed constant f rom t = 0 ,  'This approximation a l -  
lowed a separation of variables and gave the concentration in the 
slab, a ,  a s  a function of y only. The concentration at any point 
away f rom the slab was then given by a solution of (2- 5) with a con- 
centration @ at the face of the slab, i. e. 
C (x, y, t) = 9 (y) e r fc  (- 1 /2  ) 
2tl 
In o rder  to find the function @ , (2-6)  i s  substituted into (2-4) and 
ac 
- 0 imposed. This leads to the differential equa- the condition - 
a t  
With the boundary condition C = C at  y = 0, Eq. (2-7) has the 
0 
solution 
-K 
@ = C  e 1Y1 
0 
where 
Substituting (2-9) into (2-6) the concentration i s  given by 
In o rde r  to s e e  how a sectioned profile would look, the concentration 
in  (2-11) is integrated over al l  x and over the thickness of a sec -  
tion, i. e . ,  
where  N i s  the amount of diffusant in the section and K is a constant 2 
of proportionality. 
F r o m  Eq. (2-12) it can be observed that a profile obtained by 
sectioning would be exponential if  the pore  diffusion mechanism w e r e  
- X  
2 
dominant (as  opposed to --e for  bulk diffusion). Such a profile, of 
course ,  would be a s t raight  line on a semilog plot. The profiles i n  
F igures  4 and 7 can, indeed, be  well approximated by straight l ines  
in  the bulk oxide away f r o m  the interfaces.  
M o r e  refined t rea tments  of the give a slightly 
-413 
s tronger  dependence 011 y (y o r  y-6/5) .  This difference i n  
dependence would probably not be seen in these  profiles.  
It may be fur ther  observed f rom Eq. ( 2 -  10) that the slope of 
- 1 / 4  
the profiles should have a t dependence. The profiles in  F igure  
4 have been approximated by straight lines. 'The slopes of these 
- 1 / 4  l ines  a r e  plotted v s  t i n  F igure  16,  and the slopes appear to 
- 1 / 4  have a t dependence. 
According to the F i s h e r  model,  initial buildup of oxide hydro-  
gen should be ve ry  rapid. At long t imes,  the exponential factor  i n  
Eq. (2-12) approaches unity and the t ime dependence of hydrogen 
112 buildup should approach t . This  behavior i s  represented by the 
dashed curve in Figure 10. 
Another observation i s  that, in  a gra in  boundary, only the  
product 6D can be  determined. Similarly,  i n  the mic ropore  
S 
problem, only the product of po re  diffusivity and pore  number can be  
calculated,  and no est imate of po re  number can b e  obtained except 
by knowing the pore diffusivity. 
Bulk-Diffusion i n  Oxide 
This  interpretat ion a s sumes  that extrapolation of high-tem - 
' 0  pe ra tu re  data underest imates  the diffusion coefficient a t  200 C; by 
m o r e  than an order  of magnitude. If the diffusion length w e r e  much 
l a r g e r  than the oxide thickness,  and diffusion w e r e  conventional then 
C (Y, t) = C er fc  Y --d - Y exp -  
0 I/;;; 
and the profi les  would look exponential. This interpretat ion i s  not 
favored because the profiles for  shorter  t imes do not show the neg-  
ative curva ture  charac ter i s t ic  of the cornplernelitary e r r o r  function, 
Also observed fas t  penetration anomalies a t  smal l  T o r  t a r e  not 
consistent with this  model.  
Another interpretat ion i s  that diffusion i s  conventional, but 
that  blocking a t  the sil icon interface causes  a filling and flattening 
of the e r r o r  function profi le  n e a r  the silicon. The profile s t i l l  looks 
l ike a n  e r r o r  function profile (negative curvature)  fo r  a diffusion 
length on the o rde r  of one-fifth of the oxide thickness (as  est imated 
0 f r o m  extrapolated data for  a one-hour diffusion a t  200 c). The dif- 
fusion length m u s t  b e  of the  o rde r  of oxide thickness before the p ro -  
f i le  looks exponential. 'As in  the l a s t  interpretation, the anomalous 
penetration would not be explained. 
3.  In te rac t ionofWate rwi thSod iwn 
As explained i n  the l a s t  chapter,  water  was  found to have 
l i t t le  o r  no electr ical  effect i n  diffusion through the  oxide, even with 
18 
concentrations of 5 x 10 hydrogen a tomsfcc  nea r  the silicon. As 
explained i n  Section 1. 3, however, water  has  been frequently irnpli- 
cated i n  instability of MOS s t ruc tures .  I t  was,  therefore,  considered 
possible that water  causes instability, not directly,  but by enhancing 
the effect of sodium in  the oxide. Consequently, a study was done 
on interactions of sodium and water  in diffusions and thcir  associated 
electr ical  effects. 
22 
A dilute, Na - tagged NaG1 solution w a s  m a d e  upfor s a m p l e  
22 - 
contamination. The Na C I ,  which had been obtained c a r r i e r  - f r ee  
f rom Tracer lab ,  Inc. , was diluted about 140. with stable NaCl 
and m a d e  up to 15 c c  i n  electronic g rade  methanol. This gave a so-  
dium concentration of about one PPM. 
Samples w e r e  contaminated by dipping them into the solution. 
The  methanol gave m o r e  uniform wetting and drying than a water  
solution. The samples  were  a i r - d r i e d  on a Teflon sheet. 
The contaminated samples  were  then sandwiched between two 
b a r e  silicon w a f e r s  a s  cover plates to prevent the sodium f rom evap- 
orating during diffusion. The sample sandwich was  placed on a boat 
and pushed into a furnace fo r  diffusion; both the boat and the furnace 
tube w e r e  quartz .  Because of the low level  of intentional contamin- 
ation used i n  this  study, the boat and furnace tube had been carefully 
cleaned to prevent unintentional contamination. Cleaning consisted 
of an  etch in  concentrated HF  followed by washing i n  deionized d is -  
t i l led water.  Cover  plates w e r e  also cleaned thoroughly. 
A thermocouple i n  the boat monitored the sample t empera -  
t u r e  a s  the boat and sample heated. Timing was s tar ted when the 
0 
sample was  within 15 C of the specified diffusion temperature.  Un- 
l ike the hydrations,  the contamination was present  on the samples  a t  
the s t a r t  of the heatup and was diffusing a s  the sample heated. The 
choice of procedure was a compromise  between starting to  t ime the 
diffusion immediately upon placing the samples  into the furnace 
(which would give an incorrec t ly  shor t  diffusion time) and starting 
to t i m e  when the sample reached diffusion tempera ture  (which would 
give an  incorrec t ly  long diffusion time).  
Yon (33) determined that diffusion of sodium contamination 
under these  conditions i s  controlled by a surface-  r a t e  limitation. 
He found the r a t e  constant to have an activation energy of 0. 38 eV 
f o r  one-minute diffusions. With this activation energy, i t  was ca l -  
0 
culated that the r a t e  constant 15 below diffusion tempera ture  was 
0 
only about 7% l e s s  than the r a t e  constant at  tempera ture  f o r  a 600 
0 diffusion and about 4% low fo r  an 800 C diffusion. Heat up t ime to 
0 0 
the  - 15 point was  about 30 seconds, and t ime f rom the -15 point 
to  p rope r  diffusion tempera ture  was  about one minute. 
Ei ther  of two m b i e n t s  was used for  the diffusions. The dry 
oxides were  diffused i n  a dry-ni t rogen ambient. The wet oxides 
w e r e  diffused i n  a wet-nitrogen ambient which was produced by pass -  
0 ing nitrogen through a water bubbler a t  95 C. 
3. 1 Sodium Prof i les  f rom Diffusion 
0 The sodium profiles obtained for  NaCl diffusions a t  600 C 
0 
and fo r  diffusions a t  800 C were  sufficiently different that they will 
be discussed separately.  
0 3 .  l a  Prof i les  f rom 600 C Diffusions 
0 Sodium-contaminated s a n ~ p l e s  were  diffused a t  600 C in both 
wet and d ry  ambients. Diffusions were  done for  1, 15, and 60 min-  
utes. The resulting profiles a r e  shown in Figure 17 for  the d ry  diffu- 
sions and i n  F igure  18 for  the wet diffusions. 
The d r y  diffusion profiles were  not great ly  affected by the 
length of diffusion time. Also, the profile fal ls  r a the r  steeply even 
af te r  a one-hour diffusion, and the re  i s  l i t t le sign of i t s  flattening 
0 (diffusion length fo r  one-hour diffusion a t  600 C i s  m o r e  than 200 
microns(''). This suggests that the sodium concentration gradient 
i s  not the controlling factor i n  the gradient of electrochemical poten- 
t ia l  a c r o s s  the oxide. I t  appears  that the sodium i s  a t t racted toward 
the outer  sur face  of the oxide. ~ h ; ?  -attraction could be electrostat ic  
t (s ince some sodium exists i n  the oxide a s  Na ) o r  i t  could resu l t  . 
f r o m  chemical gradients a c r o s s  the f i lm (such a s  an oxygen gradient). 
The  sloping profiles seem to contradict resu l t s  of other inves-  
tigations. F o r  example, Yon (33)  found a flat  profile i n  the bulk ox- 
0 ide  f o r  a one-minute NaCl diffusion a t  300 C. However, the amount 
of NaCl he used for  contamination was l a r g e  relat ive to the amount 
used in  this study. Presumably,  the extra  sodium overwhelmed any 
surface attraction to produce a flat  profile in  the bulk oxide. 
Also, a t  these low concentrations a g rea te r  f ract ion of the 
sodium a p p e a r s  to be ionized than i n  Yon ' s  stucly. If electrostatic 
forces  were  attracting the sodium toward the surface,  grea ter  so- 
dium ionizaeion would make the electrostat ic  fo rces  m o r e  effective 
in determining the sodium distribution. 
The  wet  diffusions show a m o r e  "normal" development of the 
profile with diffusion time. The profile i n  the bulk oxide has  become 
fa i r ly  f la t  f o r  the one-hour diffusion. 
In addition to flattening in the bulk oxide, the wet-diffusion 
profils show significant sodium peaking a t  the sil icon interface.  This 
sodium peaking has  generally been associated with charge production 
in  the silicon(31), and i t  might b e  infer red  that charge  induced i n  the 
silicon would be  g rea te r  fo r  the wet diffusions than for  the dry diffu- 
sions. This  was found to be true.  
I t  was  found that sodiwn t ranspor t  was considerably g rea te r  
i n  the wet diffusions than in the dry.  The one-hour wet and dry dif- 
fusion profi les  a r e  replotted fo r  comparison i n  F igure  19. It can 
be seen that the  wet-diffusion profile i s  well above the dry profile 
a t  a l l  points. Total sodium i s  about five t imes  a s  grea t  i n  the wet 
c a s e  a s  in the dry.  A s imi lar  water -  enhancement of sodium t r ans -  
port  has  been reported recently. (35) 
Since sodiwn diffusion has previously beell shown to be s u r -  
( 3  2 face r a t e  l imited, odium-water interaction at  the surface must  
overcome the surface sate  limitation. The actual rnechanisrn i s  
probably sirnilax to the react ions for  g lass  cor ros ion  discussed p r e -  
viously. The f la t ter  profiles i n  the wet diffusion also seem to indi- 
ca te  a leveling of the electrochemical potential a c r o s s  the oxide. 
3. l b  Prof i les  f rom 8 0 0 ~ ~  Diffusions 
0 A s e t  of samples  were  diffused both wet and dry a t  800 C a s  
a t  600°C. The  profi les  obtained f o r  the dry  diffusions a r e  shown i n  
F igure  20 and those for  the wet diffusions i n  F igure  21. 
0 Unlike a t  600 C,  the dry-diffusion profile i n  the bulk is fa i r ly  
f la t  i n  an  hour and definitely peaking a t  the silicon fo r  a l l  diffusion 
I 
t imes .  However, t he re  is still some slope to the one-hour profile, 
which possibly s t i l l  indicates an at t ract ion to the oxide surface.  
0 
In wet diffusions a t  800 C, the amount of sodium i n  the oxide 
actually decreased  a s  diffusion t ime increased.  
In a one-minute diffusion sodium t ranspor t  was g rea te r  for  
0 
the wet-diffusion than for  the dry,  just a s  a t  600 C. A leaching 
effect prevent  the sodium buildup beyond this level.  
I t  m a y  be recal led that ba re  silicon cover plates w e r e  used 
to prevent evaporation of the sodium during diffusion. I t  was found 
that a significant thickness of oxide grew on the cover plate and took 
up much of the sodium which would otherwise have diffused into the 
sample.  
Since the oxide on the cover g r e w  thicker for longer diffusion 
t ime,  the amount of sodium which i t  took up was  also g rea te r .  Thus 
, 
the amount available to diffuse into the sample was reduced f o r  long- 
e r  diffusions, and the amount of sodium i n  the sample decreased.  
0 
This  was confirmed by sectioning the oxide ( - 2000 A thick). The 
18 
sodium concentration in  the oxide averaged about 2 x 10 / c c  which 
would roughly account for  the "mis singt'  sodium. 
The  thickness of the oxide grown on the silicon cover plates 
w a s  indicative of a l a rge  sodium- enhancement of the oxidation ra te .  
0 
Only -500 A of oxide'15) should have grown on the ba re  wafers  fo r  a 
0 0 
one-hour wet-oxidation a t  800 C;  i n  actuality, -2000 A were  grown. 
Sodium-aided oxidation h a s  previously been reported by R evesz and 
( 34) Zaininger . 
That  the enhanced oxidation r a t e  was actually caused by the 
sodium could be substantiated by examining the cover  plate (which 
w a s  l a r g e r  than the sample).  The thickness of the oxide on the cov- 
0 
e r  showed a gradual dec rease  f rom the 2000 A immediately over  the 
0 
sample  (where the sodium concentration was high) to -500 A, the 
expected oxide thickness, a t  the edge of the cover plate (where the re  
was  presumably no sodium). The  outline of the sample could be 
seen  on the cover plate af ter  the diffusion. 
Since the oxidation was  done by water ,  water  t ranspor t  i n  
the ox ide w a s  apparentIy  i n c r e a s e d  by sodiurn. Thus,  w a t e r  and 
sodiurn seem to have a cooperative effect which gives increased dif-  
fusion fo r  both, again i n  line with the g lass -cor ros ion  previously 
discussed. 
3.  2 Elec t r ica l  Effects  of Diffused Sodium 
To a s s e s s  the electr ical  effects of the sodium, aluminum con- 
tac ts  were  evaporated onto the samples  before contamination, and 
V was measured .  The contacts were  then etched off, the samples  f b  
contaminated and diffused, and the contacts reapplied to r emeasure  
Vf b. 
The shift in  V - was converted to an  equivalent induced, f b  
charge  i n  the silicon. The induced charge i s  plotted against diffusion 
t ime in F igure  22 for  the var ious diffusion conditions used. No data  
a r e  shown fo r  the 8 0 0 ' ~  diffusions since V was beyond measure:  fb 
ability i n  one minute. F o r  convenience i n  comparison, Slabinski's ( 5 0 )  
data fo r  NaBr diffusion (dashed curves) a r e  included in  the figure. 
It can be  seen that h i s  data a r e  i n  basic agreement  with the resu l t s  
of the present  study. 
Charge production kinetics were  much fa s t e r  in wet diffusions 
than in  d ry  diffusions of the sodium. At 6 0 0 ~ ~  charge buildup i n  the 
dry diffusion was relatively slow a s  shown. In one hour the charge 
1 2  2 had built up to about 2 x 10 p e r  cm . In the wet diffusion this 
charge bevel was reached in  about one minute. The 15-minute wet- 
diffused sample w a s  tested to a higher bias voltage than the other 
13 2 
samples. Beyond 300 volts bias (1. 2 x 1 0  charges lcm ) the oxide 
broke down with no indication of surface inversion. 
0 The results for dry diffusions at 800 C a r e  about a s  expected 
f rom previous results.  The decrease i n  charge a t  long diffusion 
t imes has  been attributed(33) to a compensation of sodium charge 
by anion ( ~ 1 -  in this case)  charge. The wet diffusions, a s  mention- 
ed, all gave charge production beyond measurability. 
Measured and calculated flatband voltage shifts for the Sam- 
ples a r e  given in Table 2. Shifts were calculated from the sodium 
(51). profiles by the formula . 
-r  
where AV = flatband voltage shift f b 
x = distance from a i r  interface 
x = oxide thickness 
OX 
C = oxide capacitance per  unit a r ea  
O X  
p(x) = change density in oxide. 
F o r  the sectioned profile, (3- 1) was approximated by s u m -  
ming over the sodium charge i n  each section, i. e . ,  
where x. = center  of ith section 
1 
Pi = charge density in i th  section 
Ax.  = thickness of i th  section 
1 
n = number of sections. 
Eq. (3-2) was used to calculate AV f rom observed sodium f b 
0 
profi les  under two conditions: (1) miy sodium within 1000 A of sili- 
con was  ionized (AV 1000 in  Table 2); (2) a l l  sodium in  oxide was  
0 ionized ( A V ~  i n  Table 2). F o r  low sodium levels  (600 C dry) in the 
oxide, AV seems  be&r cor re la ted  with AVt than with AVlOo0. 
m e a s  
This  would seem to indicate that sodium is ionized i n  the ent i re  oxide 
and not just nea r  the silicon. However, the measured  contamination 
16 17 
leve l  is nea r  residual levels  of 10 to 10 sodium a toms p e r  c c  
and residual  sodium i n  the oxide (not measured)  could ser iously af - 
fect  the resul ts .  
As the sodium level  i n  the oxide increased ( 8 0 0 ~ ~  dry),  
AV became l e s s  cor re la ted  with AV and m o r e  cor re la ted  with 
m e a s  t 
A v l O O O ~  in  agreement  with previous results(31).  Since the sodium 
0 level  was well above expected residual  level in  al l  the 800 C dry  
diffusions,  i t  appears  that when l a rge  amounts of sodium w e r e  
TABLE 2 
Compar i son  of Measured  and Calculat ed 
F la tband  Vol tage Shifts f o r  Sodium Diffusions 
600°c 
Dry Wet 
T i m e  AV JI *- A V l o o o ~  AVtO 
m e a s  
AV 
m ea  s A V l ~ ~ ~  Av t 
1 Min. 9V 2 12  70 5 4 0 
15 18 2 35 >300 80 20 0 
60 4 8  6 3 6 > 20 o 1'20 3 20 
D r v  Wet  
1 Min. '. 180 3 5 220 > Z O O  100 370 
J. 
AV = m e a s u r e d  f la tband vol tage  shif t  (1 volt  c o r -  
r n e a s  10 2 
responds  to 4 x 10 e lec t ron  c h a r g e s l c m  ). 
A v l ~ o o  = shif t  ca lcula ted f r o m  .measu red  sodium 
0 
within 1000 A of si l icon.  
AV = shif t  ca lcula ted f r o m  m e a s u r e d  sodium 
i n  en t i r e  oxide. 
diffused into the oxide a smaller fract ion of the sodium was ionized. 
The other  r e su l t  of the electr ical  measureinents  was an' en- 
hancement of sodium effect i n  the wet diffusions. At 600°, this i s  
probably because of the l a r g e r  sodium t ranspor t  i n  the wet diffusions 
than i n  the dry.  In none of the wet diffusions, however, was AV 
m e a s  
cor re la ted  with AV 1000' Water,  therefore,  a t  l eas t  seemed to cause  
a l a r g e r  f rac t ion  of sodium to be ionized. 
In some of the wet diffusions, however, even the ent i re  amount 
of sodium in  the oxide is insufficient to explain the measured  f la t-  
band voltage shift. It appears  that water  is itself acting a s  a posi-  
t ive charge. This  is ra ther  surpris ing since water  did not previously 
ac t  as a charged species  in  a diffusion. At low tempera tures ,  water  
acted uncharged o r  even slightly negatively charged a s  descr ibed 
previously. Also, samples  hydrated a t  8 0 0 ~ ~  (for the wet diffusions) 
had flatband voltages comparable to unhydrated samples.  Fur ther  - 
m o r e ,  wet oxidations produce only slightly m o r e  oxide charge than 
( 3 3 )  do d r y  oxidations . 
I t  is possible  that the presence  of the sodium causes  the hy- 
drogen of the water  to become charged. Since a grea t  deal of water  
probably diffused i n  the wet diffusions, there  would b e  enough hydro- 
gen available. However, i t  i s  difficult to s e e  how sodium could 
cause  the hydrogen to become chqrged, except in  an exchange 
reaction; in an exchange reaction the sodium would be expected to 
lose  i t s  charge, and no net charge would be gained. 
Another possibility i s  that the combined effects of sodium 
and water produce a disorder in  the silicon/oxide interface which 
causes charge trapping and consequent surface inversion. Such dis  - 
order  and increased interface charge has  been shown by Revesz 
and Zaininger(52) to be increased by high oxidation ra tes  and low 
oxidation temperatures.  The presence of the sodiurn,has the effect 
of enhancing oxide growth ra te  at a low oxidation temperature. In 
their investigation, Revesz and Zaininger found interface charge on 
11 2 
the o rder  of several  t imes 10 / cm  for ordinary wet oxidations. 
With the sodium enhancement of oxidation ra tes  i t  i s  possible that 
interfaee disorder  and charge trapping could be much higher. 
As previously mentioned, Yon (33) noted a decrease  in meas -  
ured interface charge when sodium was diffused for up to 10 hours 
a t  3 0 0 ~ ~ .  At higher temperatures,  the measured charge decreased 
and then increased. At high temperature,  charge increase  started 
immediately. 
This effect has been confirmed i n  this work, a s  shown in 
0 Table 3. Diffusions of NaCl at 300 C gave charge decrease  for 
either wet o r  dry diffusion. A t  450°c, dry diffusion still gave a 
charge decrease. However, w e t  diffusion gave a cha-rge decrease 
0 followed by an increase .  At  600 C ,  charge i nc rease  was i~nlmediate 
a s  previously discussed. 
TABLE 3 
Flatband Voltage Shifts F o r  
Low- Tempera ture  Sodium Diffusions 
Wet 
-
T i m e  300°c 450°c 300°c 450°c 
1 Minute 0. 2 V 0. 9 4 . 3  1 .2  
It appears  that neither water ,  sodium, nor  a combination of 
the  two cause  any significant interface charge fo r  a diffusion at low 
tempera tures .  The observed dec rease  i n  interface charge i s  po s s i -  
b l e  only an annealing effect. 
3.  3 Effect of S0diu.m Contamination on Low -Tempera ture  
Hydration 
The enhanced oxidation r a t e  noted in  the presence  of sodium 
implied that water  was t ransported into and through the oxide f a s t e r  
i n  the presence  of sodium than i n  a clean oxide. It was considered 
possible that the enhanced water  t ransport  could also b e  observed 
for  the low-temperature llydraiions described in  the l a s t  chapter,  
To t e s t  this possibility, th ree  oxidized and halced wafers were  
sodium contaminated and dry-diffused. The sodium- contaminated 
samples  and two clean control samples  were  then simultaneously 
0 hydrated fo r  two hours  a t  200 C and 25 m m  pressu re .  
The  samples  were  sectioned and counted a s  before, In addi- 
tion, the sodium profiles obtained f rom the liquid scintillation count - 
ing w e r e  confirmed by gamma scintillation counting. The hydrogen 
and sodium profiles thus obtained a r e  shown in  F i g u r e  23. 
The lower hydrogen profile, abtained fo r  the clean samples,  
ag rees  well  with hydrogen profiles normally obtained under these hy- 
dration conditions. The hydrogen profi les  i n  the  contaminated sarn- 
ples ,  however, indicate increased  'water '  t ranspor t  in  the oxide. 
Roughly an o r d e r  of magnitude m o r e  water  diffused into the contarn- 
inated oxides than into the clean oxides. This o r d e r  of magnitude 
inc rease  i n  water  injection i s  with a low level of sodium contamina- 
tion a s  indicated by the sodium profile i n  F igure  23. 
I t  m a y  be seen  that the hydrogen profile fo r  the sodium-con- 
taminated oxides i s  shifted ra ther  uniformly froin the profile in the 
clean oxides and has  a ve ry  s imi lar  shape. This  would seem to in- 
dicate that the effect of the sodium i s  to make  water  entry into the 
oxide eas i e r  a s  well a s  possibly aiding t ranspor t  a c r o s s  the film 
(i. e. a surface effect a s  well a s  a bulk effect). 
Although sodium contanination aids water  t ranspor t  a t  both 
Low and high tempera tures ,  t he re  seems  to be no interaction to en- 
0 hance the sodium's electr ical  effect a t  200 C. At 2 0 0 ~ ~  hydration 
of a sodium-contaminated sample produced no change i n  interface 
s ta te  density and gave the s a m e  slight positive shift of V normal-  f b  
ly seen  for  the hydration of a clean sample. I t  appears  that the Sam- 
0 ple m u s t  be heated beyond 200 C to get an interaction of sodium with 
water  which enhances the sodium charge production i n  the silicon. 
4. Conclusions 
I .  ' Water1 penetrates  quickly through the oxide fi lm even f o r  
diffusions fo r  shor t  t imes  (few minutes) o r  fo r  low t emper -  
- a t u r e s  (near  room temperature).  Water is diffused to few 
18  
t i m e s  10 / c c  hydrogen concentration i n  bulk oxide and . 
seve ra l  t imes  higher at  the a i r  interface.  
2.  Diffusion is by a "micropore"  s t ruc tu re  in the oxide a s  
supported by fas t  penetration, exponential profile, and low 
activation energy. Solubility i s  higher at  the oxide surface,  
probably indicating g rea te r  porosity at  the surface.  
3. Since in-and out-diffusion i s  much fa s t e r  than that for  oxid- 
izing water ,  this appears  to suggest a different binding fo r  
'water '  injection a t  low and high temperatures .  This con- 
clusion i s  supported by the small effect of oxidation water 
on profile of water diffused at low temperature.  
0 4. At tempera tures  up to 200 C ,  'water '  diffused to a hydrogen 
18 
concentration of 5 x 10 a t  the silicon has  no measurable  
effect on interface s tate  density and gives a slight d e c r e a s e  
in  fixed charge. This  effect was  the s a m e  i n  sodium-con- 
tarninated samples.  
5. The combined effects of sodium and water  a r e  g rea te r  than 
expected f rom adding their  individual effects. This  is 
shown i n  severa l  ways: 
a. Sodium diffuses severa l  t imes  f a s t e r  i n  a wet oxide i n  
a wet ambient than i n  a d r y  oxide i n  a d ry  ambient. 
b. Charge  (MOS) produced by the sodium i s  much l a r g e r  
in the wet case  than in the dry. 
c. Oxide i s  grown on samples  diffused in  a wet ambient 
a t  a grea t  r a t e  i n  the presence  of sodium than in  no r -  
m a l  oxidations i n  the absence of sodium, indicating en- 
hanced water  t ranspor t  with sodium contarnination. 
0 d. Water diffusion (200 C) i s  increased  about an o rde r  of 
magnitude i n  a sodium-contaminated oxide a s  compared 
with a clean oxide. 
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111. INTERFACE STATE M?E;ASUREMXNT BY rvLOS LOW 
TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT CAPACITANCE 
I t  i s  the purpose of this investigation to stud.y some charac-  
t e r i s t i c s  of interface s ta tes  in the sil icon-sil icon dioxide sys tem.  
In par t icu lar ,  f ea tu res  affecting low tempera ture  MOS C ( V )  char -  
ac ter i s t ics  will be s t r e s sed .  
Theoret ical  anal.yses of models proposed for  the observed 
relaxations a r e  presented and compared to  experiment.  
With the increasing use  on solid-state devices of silicon 
dioxide f i lms f o r  the i r  passivating and masking abili t ies,  the s i l i -  
con- s ilicon dioxide interface s t ruc ture  has  gained, during the l a s t  
few years ,  fundamental importance in  solid- s ta te  device technology. 
One of the major  causes of instability and degradation of the 
electronic  proper t ies  of these devices i s  the existence of energy 
s t a t e s  within the forbidden energy gap a t  the sil icon-sil icon dioxide 
interface.  The character izat ion and understanding of these inter - 
face s ta tes ,  therefore ,  i s  of major  importance. 
One of the mos t  successful and powerful techniques used in 
the investigation of interface s tates  is  that developed by Gray and 
Brown(5 3). Thei r  method consists of observing the flat-band volt- 
age shift of the differential  capacitance versus  bias, C ( V ) ,  cha r -  
ac ter i s t ics  of metal-oxide-sil icon ( MOS) s t ruc tu res .  Low temper  - 
a ture  C( V) charac ter i s t ics ,  however, exhibit a complex s t ruc ture .  
Understanding of this s t ruc ture  is fundamental to proper interpre - 
tation of information about the density of interface s ta tes .  Also the 
possibil i ty a r i s e s  of extracting additional information f r o m  low 
tempera ture  C(V)  charac ter i s t ics .  Considerable effort  has  been 
(54- 55) ,' 
expended in such investigation 
0 1 . General  Observations on the 77 K C(V) Character is t ics  
An n-type substrate  and the existence of interface s tates  
will be assumed for  i l lustrative purposes.  Character is t ics  ob- 
tained in  the da rk  will be considered f i r s t .  
F igure  1.1 shows typical C(V) curves a t  room tempera ture  
and at 7 7 O ~ .  F o r  convenience, different regions a r e  identified by 
the numera ls  enclosed i n  c i rc les .  . 
As the tempera ture  is  lowered, the flat-band voltage is 
shifted along the bias axis by an amount, AVfb, which depends 
on the density of interface s ta tes ,  Nis' and on the position of the 
F e r m i  level. 
0 Thermal  generation of c a r r i e r s  is extremely sma l l  a t  77 K. 
As a resul t ,  when the bias i s  swept toward the inversion region in 
the dark,  even for  ve ry  smal l  sweep ra tes  ( - < 10 v. /set.), the 
minority c a r r i e r s  cannot accumulate a t  the interface in sufficient 
numbers  to  terminate  the e lec t r ic  field. Thus, a deep depletion 
transient: is  obtained. This is  shown in F igure  1.1 a s  the region 
f rom l to 2 .  
Relaxation in the capacitance takes place throughout the deep 
depletion transient.  If the bias i s  held constant in this region, the 
capacitance increases a t  a rate  that decreases rapidly with time. 
Thus, after a few minutes, the capacitance has r isen only about one 
third of the way toward the theoretical equilibrium value. At this 
point, i t  ma,y take hours to detect any further relaxation. 
If, after some relaxation has taken place, the bias is in- 
creased positively, the capacitance increases in such a way that the 
slope of the curve thus obtained is the same as  the slope of the deep 
depletion transient curve a t  the same level of capacitance. The 
change in electr ic  field, therefore, i s  being followed b,y the major-  
ity c a r r i e r s  (b.y an appropriate decrease in the depletion region 
width). The implication is  that the relaxation charge is  not only dif- 
ficult to accumulate a t  the interface but, once there, is  also difficult 
to remove. 
When a certain bias, V is  reached, the abrupt termination t 
of the deep depletion transient i s  marked by a sudden increase in the 
capacitance to a new level, Ct 
. Relaxation, s imilar  to that co r res  - 
ponding to the deep depletion transient,  continues after C is t 
reached. 
Decreasing the negative bias ( moving toward accumulation), 
will make the capacitance r ise to a new level (point 3). When the 
bias Is  about 10 to 30 volts more positive than V another increase 
t 9  
in capacitance is observed which levels off within a few volts. This 
"ledge" o r  "plateau" (point 4) continues ti l l  the curve ra ises  
again to meet  the accumulation trace,  where the curve is re t race -  
able in ei ther  direction. 
Most of the MOS s t ruc tures  prepared had a thiclc layer  
0 ( r 5 x 1 0 ~  A )  of A1 for  the field plate. Even though for  this thick- 
ness  the A1 field plate i s  opaque, light has marked effects on the 
character is t ics ,  We now discuss these effects, 
The relaxation ra tes  throughout the deep depletion transient 
increase with light intensity, the increase being such that, even for  
relatively f a s t  bias sweep ra tes  ( ~ 5 0  v. /s,ec. ), the curve is sub- 
stantially displaced vertica1l.y f r o m  the corresponding curve in the 
dark.  If the bias i s  held constant in this region, the capacitance 
will r i s e  to a level s1ightl.y above the ttplateau' '  in a few seconds. 
If the light i s  turned off after some relaxation has taken 
place, the relaxation ra tes  a r e  immediate1.y reduced to a value which 
depends on the level of capacitance already reached. The distance 
to the plateau can be divided roughly in two regions such that r e -  
laxation ra tes  immediately after the light i s  turned off a r e  momen- 
taril-y negative in the upper region and become practica1l.y zero in 
the lower region. 
Since the theoretical thermal  equilibriuin curve lies between 
the deep depletion t ransient  curve and the plateau, it would seem 
logical to expect this behavior, The argument is that the ext ra  min- 
or i ty  c a r r i e r s  generated by the light a r e  responsible for  the momen- 
tari1.y negative dC, dt a s  their  concentration i s  reduced when the 
light i s  turned off in the upper region and the sys tem t r i e s  to re turn  
to equilibrium. No such reduction in the concentration of the min- 
or i ty  c a r r i e r s  takes place in the lower region where their  number 
1s a t  all t imes  l e s s  than that required by thermal  equilibrium. 
There  exists a t  present  no known method for  obtaining ex- 
perimentally the thermal  equilibrium C( V) character is t ics  a t  low 
tempera ture .  The use  of the d ~ / d t  behavior under light would 
s e e m  a plausible way of achieving this. An attempt a t  obtaining the 
demarcat ion line between the two regions mentioned above, however, 
yielded an  e r r a t i c  curve f r o m  which no part icular  relation with the 
theoretical thermal  equilibrium curve could be observed, 
As in the dark,  the abrupt termination of the deep depletion 
t ransient  i s  marked by a sudden increase in the capacitance, this 
t ime when the bias corresponding to the left edge of the plateau is 
reached. The capacitance then becomes slightly l a r g e r  ( u p  to 5% 
of C ) than the capacitance corresponding to the plateau. The 
O C  
curve can then be retraced in either direction and will follow the 
contour of the curve obtained in the dark although slightly displaced 
vertically f rom it. 
It has already been mentioned that the Al metal field plate 
on most samples is opaque. This implies that either light enters 
through the edge of the MOS structure, or  that the iminority ca r -  
rie r s  gene rated in the surrounding a rea  communicate with the sili-  
con under the metal field plate. In either case, this i s  an "edge 
effect". 
In order to investigate to what extent the edge controls the 
effects of light on the relaxation mechanisms, a special MOS 
0 
structure was prepared with a thin ( w  600A) translucent A1 field 
plate. The shape of the C( V) characteristics for moderate light 
remained unchanged, indicating that the edge effectf' does not 
introduce any extraneous effects. Sensitivity to light, however, 
was greatly increased. Under strbng light, the deep depletion 
transient totally disappeared and the curve was retraceable in . 
either direction. Even under such conditions, however, the plateau 
remained. 
The Deep Depletion Transient 
We now examine more closely the deep depletion transient 
and the relaxation mechanisms present in it. 
The deep depletion transient can be used to obtain the dop- 
ing profile of an MOS substrate using the relationship 
2 Figure 1, 2 shows the restrlts of a plot of ( G  /C) versus applied OX 
bias for two samples of different resistivities.  The accompanying 
table shows the values for the doping density calculated f rom res i s  - 
tivity measurements ( obtained b,y the four -probe method), ( s - N  ) A 0' 
the ratio of inversion capacitance to oxide capacitance a t  room 
2 
temperature,  ( N -N  ) and the slope of the ( C / C) versus D A l '  OX 
It will be seen that for the two samples used, ( ND-NA) 
calculated f rom resistivity measurements i s  the smallest.  This 
suggests a redistribution of the doping concentration, possib1.y due 
to the heat treatments to which the samples were subjected after 
their resistivity was measured. The discrepancies (average devia- 
tion ~ ' 1 3 % )  - can be accounted for by experimental e r r o r s  such a s  
uncertainties in the oxide thickness, and in the measured values of 
resistivity. 
It should be noted that the plotted points fall  very closel-y in 
a straight line. This is an indication that the measurements cor-  
respond to a deep depletion transient.  Measurements taken a t  bias 
sweep ra tes  of d200 v. / sec .  indicate a much fas ter  relaxation takes 
place during the f i r s t  few fractions of a second. This fast  compo- 
(55) 
nent of relaxation has also been observed b y  Goetzberger , 
The amount the capacitance relaxes in the deep depletion 
transient in a given time interval is a function of the bias, decreas-  
ing a s  the bias approaches Vt . This,  however, is  not in itself 
evidence that the ra te  of accumulation of minori ty  c a r r i e r s  at  the 
interface decreases  with increasing depletion region width, but 
r a t h e r  that the relaxation mechanisms effects on the capacitance 
a r e  reduced a s  they compete with an  increasing depletion region 
width. 
Some of the theoret ical  consequeilces of some models fo r  
the relaxation mechanisms have been considered. If we as sume  
that  the generation of minori ty  c a r r i e r s  occur  throughout the de - 
pletion region w , we obtain 
where 
c = relat ive dielectr ic  constant fo r  s i l icon .  
s 
E = relative dielectr ic  constant for  SiO 
OX 2 ' 
X = SiO thickness.  
ox 2 
Equation ( 1-1) i s  compared to  experimental resu l t s  in F igure  1. 3.  
The plot, fo r  the two samples  shown, fails to match that predicted 
b,y Equation ( 1-1). 
A relaxation mechanism such that the generation of minor - 
ity c a r r i e r s  is  independent of band bending will yield t 5 3 )  
where  C ( o )  and C( t ) a r e  deep depletion capacitances at volt- 
0 
ages  corresponding to zero and to time and P is the rate  of 
change of the number of charges per  unit a r e a  accumulated at  the 
interface due to the relaxation mechanism. 
F igure  1.4 compares this equation to experimental resul t s  . 
Theoretically, the resul t  should be a horizontal line. Agreement 
between theory and experiment i s  much improved over Figure 1.3.  
The low capacitance end of the curves corresponds to a very la rge  
5 0 ( N 10 A) depletion region width. In this region, the amount of 
relaxation in capacitance is extremely smal l  and the reliability of 
the corresponding data i s  considerably decreased.  The high capac- 
itance end of the curves corresponds to the onset of the deep de-  
pletion transient,  where the assumptions made in the derivation of 
Equation 1-2 may become questionable. In view of these considera-  
tions, i t  is not surpris ing to observe that deviations f rom a hori-  
zontal line become more  pronounced as  either end of the curves i s  
approached. 
Consideration of the resul ts  of F igures  1. 3 and 1.4 suggests 
the need for a model where the relaxation is independent of the 
amount of band bending a t  the interface. 
Consider the interface s tates  close to the conduction band of 
an n-type semiconductor when the system is in the inversion region. 
Since the height of the potex~tial ba r r i e r  between any given in ter -  
face s ta te  and the conduction band is a constant, the probability of 
an electron residing in one of these s ta tes  being thermally excited 
over  the b a r r i e r  and into the conduction band does not depend on 
band bending. As the interface s tates  thus ionized become positive, 
the depletion region decreases  and the capacitance relaxes.  This 
model, then, sat isf ies  our requirements .  
The right hand side of Equation 1.2 i s  proportional to  the 
r a t e  at which the sys t em relaxes,  which if our model is  to be cor  - 
rec t ,  should be proportional to N. . Averaging the resu l t s  of the 
1s 
plots in F igure  1 . 4  yields 
N, - (Sample May 14- B) 
whereas the rat io  obtained f r o m  values of N. measured b-y the 
1 s 
Gray and Brown method is 2.00. The disagreement  between the 
two values can be accounted for  b.y uncertainties in the doping con- 
centration of the sil icon and by the fact  that the energ.y. range in- 
spected by the low temperature method i s  somewhat different for 
the two samples  due to their  different resis t ivi t ies .  
The theory for  the t ime dependence of such a relaxation 
model has been evolved for  an a r b i t r a r y  energy distribution of 
interface s tates  . 
Considerable simplification can be made in the equations 
i f  two assumptions a r e  made. Those assumptions a re  that the 
energy density of the interface states is a slowly varying function 
of energy, and that the measurements a re  talcen in a time interval 
such that the quasi-Fermi level of the interface states t raverses  a 
small  energy range. The result of these simplifications is 
- -U2 t -t 
Pdt = NkT l n [ 1 +  U e 2 1 2 ( 7 1  (1.3) 
t .  
Figure 1. 5 shows the results of  a plot of P d t  versus 
0 
In t . The plot is seen to agree well with a straight line. This 
0 
result is as predicted b y  Equation 1. 3 if it i s  assumed that, even 
for the smallest time interval measured ( 5 sec. ), 
Equation 1. 3 then simplifies to 
F r o m  the slope and intercept of the plot, then, 
and 
It should be remembered  that the assumption of a slow1.y 
varying energy density of interface s ta tes  implies that the value of 
R given by Equation 1 .6  i s  an  average over  the energy t r ave r sed  b.y 
the interface s ta tes  quas i -Fe rmi  level  in the t ime interval  under con- 
sideration. The value i s  in agreement  with those found by Gray and 
Brown fo r  interface s tates  energ,y density close to  the conduction 
band. They repor t  interface s ta tes  energy densit ies in the range 1 
13 - 2  -1 
to 5x10 c m  -eV for  a sample with a total  density, Ni s , of 
about 1. 5 t imes our  sample1 s Nis . 
A rough es t imate  of the position of the interface s ta tes  quasi-  
F e r m i  level, E can be obtained b.y comparison of our value for  a' 
the energ.y density of interface s tates  with those obtained b.y Gray 
and Brown for  the same  total  density of interface s ta tes .  In t e r m s  
of U, this method yields UN -23  . Since U( t=O) - R, 7, this would 
s e e m  to invalidate our a s  sumption that AU i s  smal l .  It should 
be remembered ,  however, that a l r  fast"  component of relaxation 
exis ts  during the f i r s t  few fractions of a second. This component 
will, therefore,  be responsible for  most  of the change in U. Time 
intervals taken af ter  that, therefore,  allow relatively sma l l  changes 
in U to occur.  This is borne out by the agreement  between the 
plot  of F i g u r e  1. 5 and a s t ra igh t  l ine ,  
2. Summary of Results 
The following list  summarizes our investigation of relaxa- 
tion during the deep depletion transient. 
1. Best fit to the data corresponds to a model 
where relaxation rate is independent of the 
amount of band bending. 
2 .  The above leads us to consider a model where 
relaxation is due to thermal discharging of 
interface states. 
3.  Theory for the time dependence of such a 
model is developed. Simplifications of the 
theory, verified experimentalty, allow the 
experimental determination of average values 
of interface state energ.y density in rough 
agreement with those found by Gray and Brown. 
r i s  also estimated f rom the same simplified 
theor-y. . . 
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2 Figure 1. 2 (Cox/C) versus V w i t h i n  the deep depletion tran- 
s i e n t  r e g i o n .  T h e  t a b l e  b e l o w  is discussed i n  the  
text. . 
Figure 1. 3 Experimental r e su l t s  compared w i  t h  Equation 
f o r  to = 10 sec. Theory p red ic t s  a horizontal  
l i n e ,  Fog both samples: 111 o r i en t a t i on ,  n-type 
Si , 5400 A of thermally grown SiOZ. Res i s t i v i t i e s  
a r e  2 . 7 3  and 0.41 n-crn. f o r  samples blay 17-E and 
May 14-B respect ively .  


IV.  DEVICE SCREENING TESTS 
Mobile ion's present  on the outer surface of planar sil icon de-  
vices  have an important influence on the device long t e r m  stabili ty 
and performance charac ter i s t ics .  Many investigators have studied 
the effects of surface ion migration on device charac ter i s t ic  657,58,59) 
Qualitative correlat ion of device fai lure  mechanisms related to the 
presence  of surface ions on the device oxide and techniques for  min-  
(60 - 64) imizing the effects of these mechanisms have been presented 
Actual measurement  of ionic t rans i t  t imes  have been performed by 
Schlegel et .  a l .  ( 65). The effort- of this r e s e a r c h  is to develop a 
quantitative screening technique which would indicate the presence  
and effective quantity of mobile sur face  ions in a completed device 
package. This technique should be applicable to  standard devices 
and requi re  no special  t e s t  s t ruc tures  being incorporated with the 
device.  The technique should also be capable of separating the con- 
tribution of surface ions f r o m  those produced b.y other process  r e  - 
la ted fai lure  mechanisms.  
Severa l  techniques have been investigated for  their  applica- 
bility of measurement  of surface ion effects. These a re :  
1. Water -fi lm Conductance Measurements.  
2 ,  Transient  Differential Quench. 
3 .  Low Tempera ture  Reverse Current  
Characterization. 
These techniques and the resul ts  obtained using them will be 
explained in the following sections.  
1. Water -fi lm Conductance Measurements 
Initial experiments  were f i r s t  directed toward the measure  - 
ment  of cu r ren t  over  the surface of oxide pass  ivated devices.  The 
t e s t  setup is  shown schematically in F igure  1. In the setup shown, 
the leakage cu r ren t  over  the surface of the g lass  header feedthrough 
i s  being measured .  The ambient humidity i s  being established in 
the Dewar by the u s e  of saturated sa l t  solutions. The part icular  
solutions used a r e  shown in Table I ,  Leakage tes t s  were made over 
0 
the surfaces of various glasses  a t  25 C. The resu l t s  of one of these 
t e s t s  a r e  shown in F igure  2.  The original proposal  of this type 
technique embodied the possibility of observing an  eas i ly  identifiable 
conductance anomaly a t  the ice point of water and the use of this 
anomaly in the measurement  of the quantity of surface ions present  
on the s t ruc ture .  The anomalous effect can be observed a s  seen  in 
F igure  3 a t  high relative humidity. At lower humidity levels ,  the 
detection of this anomaly became increasingly difficult. However, 
a s  a resu l t  of low tempera ture  measurements ,  an idea f o r  a new 
approach to the measurement  of surface ions developed. The meth-  
od centered around the use of a t ransient  temperature t e s t  to dis - 
tinguish surface conductance over the oxide f r o m  the bulk conduc- 
Table I 
% R.H. at 2S°C 
- - .  
C O m O L  OF R-M. BY AQUEOUS SALT SOUJ6BONS 
Salt 
MgC12' 6H20 
N d 0 3  
w45'04 
distilled H20 
p / l 0 0  m l .  H,O L for saturation 
tance.  F o r  example,  referr ing to Figure 1, if the copper can were 
cooled f a s t e r  than the sai-nple, surface ion contribution from a water 
f i lm would be reduced a s  the fi lm was distilled f r o m  the sample.  
This approach, which was called the Trans ient  Differential Quench 
( TDQ) technique was tested by quenching the t e s t  unit f r o m  room 
0 
tempera ture  to approximately 0 C . In Figure  1 a copper tube is  
shown connected to the t e s t  header.  In this case ,  the t e s t  samples  
cooled a t  approximately the same  r a t e  a s  did the outer can. IS y 
removing the copper tube, the sample was isolated and cooled m o r e  
slowly than the can af ter  quenching. Results of this t e s t  a r e  shown 
in Figure  4. As seen, a delay of approximately 6 minutes was seen  
before the buildup of channeling cu r ren t  occurred .  By the measure -  
ment  of a sensit ive parameter ,  this  s imple  technique might detect 
incipient surface fai lure  devices.  
2. Trans ient  Differential Quench ( TDQ) 
Having demonstrated that a TDQ effect could be seen  on 
g lass  surface conductance in humid encapsulation, a t e s t  setup was 
designed s o  that commercial  devices could be evaluated using this 
technique. This t e s t  offers the possibility of screening poorly en-  
capsulated o r  surface - dependent devices which have passed s tat ic  
testing. The method used for  evaluation consists of quenching the 
sample and can a t  different ra tes  and measuring a specific parain-  
e te r  a s  a function of t ime,  The temperature excursion used in the 
t e s t  can be sma l l ,  The major  question to be answered is whether 
r e v e r s e  cu r ren t  is  a sufficient1.y sensit ive pa ramete r  a t  the low 
humidity environments norma1l.y encountered in device packages. 
The t e s t  setup for  the TDQ techniques using TO-5 devices 
is shown in F igure  5. The quench tempera ture  used in these t e s t s  
is OOC. The TO-5 can may be heated using the plug heater to a c -  
centuate desorption f r o m  the can. The leakage cu r ren t  is measured 
in this setup using a Keithley 610. 
Three  t r ans i s to r  types were used in these t e s t s .  The de-  
vices  used, and their  e lec t r ica l  charac ter i s t ics ,  a r e  l is ted in 
Table 11. Moderatety high breakdown collector junctions were used. 
P- type collectors a r e  expected to  be more  sensit ive to  this type 
measurement  because of the known tendency fo r  oxidized silicon 
sur faces  to invert  f r o m  p type to n type. Two of the t rans is tors  
that were selected therefore,  were pnp. A range of junction a r e a s  
was selected a s  evidenced b.y the C values to  accentuate junc.tion OB 
pe r ime te r  effects.  
Before t rans ien t  testing, s ta t ic  I -V data were taken CBO CB 
on a l l  t r ans i s to r s .  This data is shown in F igure  6-9.  These Fig-  
u r e s  will be r e f e r r e d  to l a t e r .  
" 
The I CBO charac ter i s t ics  exhibited a wide range of var ia  - 
tion for  a l l  device types used. In every  case one unit failed to meet  
Table I1 
SILICON TEST TRANSISTOR P-RS 
Mfg';. . 
Conf ig . 
Type 
RCA 
NPN 
Planar, 
MOT. MOT. 
PNP PNP 
Epi, Annular ---- 
Power medium l m  high 
fT (MHz) 2 0 
Header TO-5 
Thermal res . j cn-base 3S°C/w. 
'CBO l imits  set  b y  the manufacturer.  
The resul ts  of the TDQ evaluation were negative. Typical 
resu l t s  a r e  shown in F igure  10. The quench temperature used was 
OOC . The s ystem was well behaved, with quenching of the header 
resulting in f a s t e r  cooling than quenching of the can. The cu r ren t  
relaxed in one minute and the effects were s imi lar  a t  cur rent  levels  
ranging f r o m  nanoampere to microampere  range. One limiting 
problem h e r e  i s  that the limiting thermal  t ransient  is  s e t  b.y the 
semiconductor package. If heat flow i s  sufficiently f a s t  f r o m  the 
package can to  the header,  l i t t le t ransient  response will be seen. 
The experiments did reveal ,  however, that there was a de - 
tectable t ime - dependence of I a t  constant V CB ' The C BO 
quench resu l t s  showed a dependence not only to the timing of the 
s t a r t  of the quench but a lso to the timing of the application of volt- 
age to the junction. This r e su l t  is  indicated in F igure  11 where r e -  
laxation of the I CBO of sample No. 6 continues for  approximately 
one minute af ter  r eve r se  bias is  applied a t  room temperature.  - The 
s tandard s ta te  for  these tes t s  was the diode being short-circui ted 
before t ime t=O . The significant fact  to note is that the s ta t ic  
I CBO charac ter i s t ics  shown in F igure  
6 shows virtually no differ- 
ence between sample No. 6 and No. 7 . The resul ts  shown in 
F igure  11 indicate that sample number 7 responds with the over -  
shoot and relaxation charac ter i s t ics  of the undercoinpensated long- 
t ime constant of the sys tem.  W i t h  the same test  a t  the same cur-  
rent  loads,  sample 6 indicates a c lear ly observable additional time 
constant. This implies a t ime dependent relaxation mechanism 
which may be surface dependent. P lease  note in F igure  11-16 that 
the ze ro  level of cu r ren t  has been suppressed in a l l  plots. 
The resu l t s  of the application of this t e s t  procedure to the 
r e s t  of the s imi lar  sample types a r e  shown in F igure  12. It should 
be noted that sample number 5, which indicated excess  I 
a 0  
in room tempera ture  s ta t ic  tes t s ,  shows a la rge ,  nois-y slow re lax-  
ation indicating possible surface o r  hermiticit-y problems. 
I t  should be noted that a " soft" diode charac ter i s t ic  need 
not be due to  a t ime dependent surface mechanism. In F igure  13, 
the t ransient  relaxation charac ter i s t ics  of the collector - base 
2N2904 t rans is tor  a r e  shown. Sample 4, which had a high s tat ic  
I CBO current ,  again indicates a la rge  I value, but the t r an -  CBO 
a ient response shows on1.y s ystem relaxation. The conclusion that 
is  implied is  the leakage mechanism for  the device is  bulk related 
and not surface dependent. 
I t  was found that the high input impedance of the Keith1e.y 
610 picoammeter could lead to  ser ious changes in relaxation t imes 
i f  the full scale  range of the instrument was change. This is 
shown in F igure  14 where overshoot charac ter i s t ics  change a s  the 
cur rent  range changes. To be useful, therefore,  the tes t  procedure 
should compare devices against reference devices at the same sys -  
tem settings, 
Figure 15 shows that very little change is  seen in an " ideal" 
0 device by performing the transient  test  at  0 C compared to room 
temperature.  Also shown is the system response to a fixed r e s i s -  
tance value. It can be seen that the diode - s.ystem interaction in- 
troduces a transient of approximate1.y 2 seconds duration which is  
shor t  compared to the relaxation times that a r e  attributed to su r -  
face instability. 
In Figure 16, the effect of variation of V on the relaxa- CB 
tion characteris t ics  of an "ideal" device a r e  shown. The choice 
of V used in the tes t  appears  not to be cr i t ical .  CB 
This technique appears to reveal anomalies which a r e  not 
seen in static tests  and ma.y be capable of distinguishing between 
surface and bulk incipient failure. Upon consideration, it is seen 
that what i s  being measured by this technique can also be determined 
by examination of the time swept V - I  junction characteris t ic  par-  
t icularly in the time hysteresis  exhibited by the characteristic.  An 
evaluation of this was made in the low temperature reverse  current  
characterization. 
3 .  
Wals h (66) has presented a low temperature technique which 
appears  to he useful in determining the life capability of sernicon- 
ductor devices.  His technique r e  solves itself into the following 
( 6 6 )  genera l  approach . 
A. Examination of the electr ical  charge activity 
of the " ideal" par t  using specified design 
information, If design information is  not a t -  
tainable, then empir ical ly  observed data f r o m  
a measurable  V- I  charac ter i s t ic  over  an  ex- 
tended tempera ture  range is  used. 
B. Selection of levels of voltage tempera ture  and 
cu r ren t  that a r e  likely to  indicate the p res  - 
ence of extraneous conduction mechanisms 
in the device. 
C. Per formance  of evaluation tes t s  to determine 
the level and r a t e s  of charge of the conduc- 
tion mechanisms . 
D. Establ ishment  of screening t e s t  pa ramete r s .  
The data  presented extends over a temperature range of 
f 75Oc to -125Oc . Walsh was successful  in isolating device fai lures  
a s  produced b.y elevated tempera ture  - s t r e s s  experiments.  His 
resu l t s  did not indicate the following: 
A. The actual mechanism producing the diode 
fai lure  i. e. whether the diode exhibited 
some flaw, produced during the device pro-  
cessing and evidenced under high power op- 
t ica l  examinations. 
B. The presence of t ime dependent cur rent  
leakage mechanisms.  
Since his data was taken f r o m  measurements  at  discrete  
points (10 volt increments) it is  doubtful if data  was taken to indi- 
cate t ime dependent mechanisms.  Cocca '67) investigated the low 
tempera ture  voltage cu r ren t  character is t ic  using techniques which 
can indicate t ime varying mechanisms.  His resu l t s  indicate that 
some of the devices investigated indicated breakdown voltage in- 
creasing with decreasing tempera ture  and the presence of low tern- 
pera ture  increase in r e v e r s e  cur rent  a t  constant voltage. These 
devices failed during tempera ture  s t r e s s  evaluation. It was the 
resu l t s  of this work which initiated the low tempera ture  device pe r  - 
formance r e s e a r c h  effort  in our laboratory.  It should also be 
pointed out that, chronologically, Coccals resu l t s  preceeded both 
the TDQ and Low Tempera ture  Device t e s t  resu l t s .  
Following Coccat s initial worlc, low tempera ture  mea.sure - 
ments ef the r e v e r s e  bias voltage cur rent  charac ter i s t ics  a s  a pos-  
sible screening t e s t  were initiated. 
A t e s t  cell  was constructed, shown in F igure  17, to investi- 
gate these effects.  Teinperature i s  controlled by varying the power 
to the jacket hea ter ,  working against a cold r e se rvo i r  of liquid ni-  
trogen. The t e s t  c i rcui t  has  the capability of plotting a point-by- 
point voltage charac ter i s t ic  a s  well a s  automatically sweeping the 
diode voltage a t  a ra te  of 0. 001 Hz to above 10Hz. In o rde r  to r e -  
move effects of cu r ren t  conduction through mois ture  condensation 
a c r o s s  the outside of the diode package, a steady flow of dry  ni t ro-  
gen was maintained ac ross  the tes t  diode throughout the tempera-  
t u re  cycle.  
The instrurrrentat io~~ setup was evaluated f o r  " built in" 
hys teres is  effects b.y obtaining the V-I charac ter i s t ics  of a 2 2 m e g -  
ohm carbon re s i s to r ,  The upper sweep frequency that could be 
reliably used without introducing readout e r r o r s  was determined by 
obtaining the sys t em response to a s tep input, F igure  18 indicates 
the s tep response of the system. To improve overal l  response,  the 
s y s t e m  i s  somewhat undercompensated. The maximum sweep 
speed will be kept below O.5Hz to minimize lag in r eco rde r  response 
which can be mistakenly identified a s  hys teres is .  
The devices used in this t e s t  were glass  -encapsulated 1N3605 
diodes. 100 units were used in the evaluation'lot. Of the 100 diodes, 
5 diodes failed to meet  room tempera ture  r e v e r s e  cu r ren t  leakage 
t e s t s .  The units were separated into two groups. Group A were 
diodes meeting room tempera ture  specifications and Group B were 
diodes not meeting specifications, Diodes were then cooled f r o m  
room tempera ture  to - 1 9 6 ~ ~ .  V-I charac ter i s t ics  were measured  
0 
a t  25 C increments .  The resu l t s  of these tes t s  a r e  a s  follows: 
(1) Over 20% of the units tes ted indicated the 
negative-going hys teres is  charac ter i s  t ics  of 
what Cocca has r e fe r red  to a s  a non-ideal 
diode. F igure  19b is  an example of this 
hys teres is .  
( 2 )  Diodes of Group B did not indicate the hys- 
t e re s i s  of non-ideal diodes. 
( 3) KO change in breakdown voltage was seen  
for  diodes exhibiting non-ideal bysteves is .  
(4 )  In some cases  hys teres is  charac ter i s t ics  
changed a s  the temperature was lowered. 
Specifical1.y shown in F igure  19a and b, the 
hys teres is  charac ter i s t ics  of an '' ideal" 
0 diode were seen  a t  -50 C ( F i g .  19a). These 
charac ter i s t ics  changed a t  a tempera ture  
0 
of -100 C to the non-ideal case.  
These  diodes were then electr ical ly  loaded to 80 milliwatts d i s s i -  
0 
pated power in the forward mode and placed in an  ambient of 75 C .  
The diodes were connected in banks of 6 para l le l  units and the total 
c u r r e n t  to each  bank was continuous1.y monitored. If any device 
failed,  ra is ing the total  supp1.y cur rent ,  the fai lure  would be auto- 
matica1l.y recorded.  At the end of this contract  period approximate- 
l y  1000 hours  of t e s t  have elapsed with no diode fai lures  observed. 
At 3, 000 hours ,  the t e s t  will be interrupted and a l l  diodes subjected 
to a complete low tempera ture  evaluation. I t  i s  planned that any 
defective device will be opened and examined in an  attempt to de-  
te rmine  the cause of fai lure .  These resu l t s  will be reported as  
the.y be come available. 
The point which s t i l l  remains unproven i s  the overal l  sens i -  
tivity of this t e s t  procedure to the presence  of surface ions. In an  
attempt to quantitative1.y dete rrnine this,  a special  diode t e s t  s t ruc  - 
t u re  was designed and fabricated. This s t ruc ture  consists of sev -  
e r a l  diodes having varying per imeter  to a r e a  ratios and two metal  
pads on the surface of the oxide. The complete structure is con- 
tained in a . 040"x. 040" c ross  -sectional a r e a ,  The main objective 
is  to construct diode s t ruc tures  which should have varying degrees 
of sensit ivity to the presence  of surface ions. These s t ruc tures  
will be encapsulated in hermetical ly  sealed flat  packs of 5 mic ro -  
l i t e r s  volume in controlled ambients f r o m  070 RH to g rea te r  than 
500/0RH. The effects of premature  breakdown a t  the junction wall 
will be controlled by varying the effective radius of curvature at the 
wall edge. The pas sivating oxide thickness will a lso be varied. The 
thinner the oxide i s  made,  the more  susceptible the diode s t ruc ture  
should be to the presence  of surface ions since the field modifying 
the F e r m i  level  a t  the sil icon surface will va ry  inverse1.y a s  the 
oxide thickness fo r  a given amount of surface charge on the oxide. 
The diode s t ruc tu res  constructed for  evaluation a r e  l is ted in Table 
111 . 
Wafers having the diode s t ruc ture  diffused to a depth of one 
o r  three  microns were processed in such a wa,y a s  to have e i ther  
0 
1, 000, 2, 000 o r  5, OOOA of passivating oxide present  at the com- 
pletion of processing. After the wafers were probed and scr ibed,  
0 
one sainple f r o m  each  specific group ( i .  e .  1p and 1,000A , 1p and 
0 
2, 000A , etc .  ) were placed in the flat pack and wired. The package 
was then sealed in a specified ambient. 
No low tempera ture  measurements  have been taken a t  the 
Table I11 
SPECIAL DIODE TEST STRUCTURE 
Substrate:  N type < 111> 1Gcm 
Diode Pe r iphe ry  to Area  Ratio: 1. 2/mil ,  0. 6/mil ,  0. 25/mil .  
2 1 
Dopant Surface Concentration : ; 10 / cc .  Boron 
0 
Oxide P a s s  ivation: 1, 000, 2, 000 and 5, OOOA 
Junction Depth : 1 micron  and 3 microns  
conclusion of this reporting period. Room temperature measure  -- 
merits indicate, as expected, that the diodes having high periphery 
to a r e a  rat io  and thin passivating oxides were extremely sensit ive 
to the presence of humidity in the surrounding ambient. As these 
t e s t s  proceed, complete resul ts  will be reported. 
-- 
F i g u r e  1. Wate r - f i lm Conductance Measu remen t .  
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